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MURDERS WIFE
AT MORI ARTY

The Little Store labile.

8EPTEMBER

I'

Mortarty, N. M., Sept. 10. In a Jealous rage Agustlne Muller shot his
wife, Maria Montoya Muller, twice
rifle
through the breast with a
and then stepping outside fired a bullet through his own brain, completely
blowing off the top of his head. The
tragedy happened Sunday afternoon
at Muller's ranch home, eight miles
west of Morlarlty. The story of the
awful deed la told by a ten year old
daughter, who, after the first Bhot was
snatched the
fired,
child from Its mother's lap and ran
cona mile to notify her sister, Mrs.
Josephine Martinez.
Judge Flsk and Joe Davis visited
the scene Sunday night and at 11 p.
m. held an Inquest over the bodies.
"in
Mr. Muller was one of the promis
In the hills
nent
west of here and up until several
years ago was regarded as a model
imsband and father and a good neigh
bor by everyone in the foothills. An
fi
fi) fi fi
unreasonable Jealousy took possession
was
he
of the man and it is thought
insane at the time the deed was committed.
Ranchers west of Mcintosh have
run down some of the persons who
have been robbing vacant houses durBRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.. AtlwU. C.
ing the past two years. J. A. Brittain,
Torrence, on
A. Cain and George
Wednesday of last week, arrested a
REAL ESTATE
man and three women who were on
AT CLOUDCROFT their way home to Chilili after bringing wheat to the mill, for stealing the
Cloudcroft, N. M. Mrs. "Winchester widows from the house of Pearl Gal
Cooley who has been spending the lagher and household gooijs from the
&7czen.
summer in Cloudcroft at her summer houses of Fay Wagner and A. Shirley.
"Woodway," returned to El The man pleaded guilty and was fined
home,
Paso Friday night. She was accom- but the women were allowed to go
panied by Mrs. Hal Christie who has free.
WOOD-DAVI- S
been her guest for several weeks.
Four citizens of Mcintosh, Messrs.
SALE
Mrs. Sylvia Ganelleau who has Brittain, Wagner, Vincent and TorIf
been the leader or the Lodge orches- rence, went to Chilili to get search
Hardware, We Have It,
tra during the entire season left warrants to search two houses, but the
Friday for Alamorgordo where a con- - Justice was away and they were com
Prnm Alamoeor..... ho plvon.
dor
to drive to Escabosa. in tne
,v will
pelled
A
-- ,
nff
will
rianalloail
tn tf TCI PftSO nieauume
.....
J,
uu
awio. wuHv,iuu
o"
uie uwueio no tfnnoil y- - sas City, Missouri, on file in the office
where she will play during the win- - and what couldn't be carried off by of the County Clerk at Santa Fe,
ter months for the country club and gome women wh0 pt running in and where
they may be seen and examinse veral other clubs. Mrs. Ganelleau's out
wafj carried out ln an oat field
ed.
during the summer season;
r : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
xhe ranchers ' Each bid must be accompanied by
the hoU8e8
...
.
.
and the frtimn
iv
1,ovq
u,,v, boon" ivell KpW'tprl
uiauieBBCD. oia
nvpp Turenrv-nva certified check in the sum of ten
music first class. There is no doubt
stoves, chairs, pictures, fam- per cent of the amount of bid.
that she had one of the best orches- heating
dishes
pictures in large frames,
Parties desiring so to do, may also
of
All
tras in Cloudcroft this season that ily
of all kinds, dozens of knives and submit
plans and prices of their own,
has been to the resort.
with
chain
and
locket
a
Ale
gold
forks,
and the Board of Commissioners reHijcn
Real estate In Cloudcroft during the
E and ,nside tne plcture 0f serves the
lnmal ....
and
to
reject any
summer season was very active ana
Leave orders at
,.MB n nl!rnbor of all bids or right
to accept any bid made Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry.
many transfers of lots and cottages other hoUBehold goodsSome of the
that in their Judgment is for the best
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
were made. Many who came here for
fjund In ft cubby hole interest of Santa Fe County, New
the summer were so well pleased with
CO.
buildings. The goods Mexico.
the city that they bought lots and, were
placed in Sanchez store and two.
ORTIZ Y PINO,
JOSE
will build next season. Already sev
thieves will be given a near-IngChairman.
eral contracts have been let with of the
on
Saturday.
of
lical contractors for the erection
Attest: M. O. ORTIZ, Clerk.
caused
who
those
is
It
by
hoped
There is quite an
summer cottages.
the arrests to have the date of trial
improvement in the months Just past
Farmers' Business
in the class of cottages being erected set ahead as the
to take it up
intends
association
and they are much better furnished.
are
BURNING
One drawback of Cloudcroft this sea- and see that the perpetrators
and an example is made of this
son is that the majority of the cotnot all done by
tages that were for rent were not petty larceny which is
but that
I
properly equipped. This has been the natives around Chilili,
RED
F
well have been
as
Americana
some
owners
those
to
the
out
by
pointed
and by guilty.
who know local conditions
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHThe Farmers' Business association
next season this will be entirely
Not
Could
Swollen.
and
Cracked
Mon
on
sum
a
to
will hold a special meeting
overcome.
People going
ODS, Electricity plays a most imporfnK tVik aoaann
mnM
rV SUV A,r anntamhat 1 d in tflkft 11D this
Sleep. For 2 Years Nobody Could
tant part. The grandfather would
part of it do not like to move most question and invites every one who ' Cure His Eczema. Cuticura Soap
of their household goods back and has anything stolen to be present,
Cured.
and
Ointment
Completely
be amazed at the radiance of the modforth nor do they want to purchase strong sentiments were expressed at
..
.
: ..
Cn
on1
xl
'hlnira
timlntr
tianaoaafV
nln. muifco
IUI U1LUI B fctUU umci
ItS regular ITieeiing
ern home and why all this light? To
oaimuaj
"The
905 Lowell Place, Chicago, 111.
fnr hniiRekeening and then have to nverv one present pledged himself to
hands
burning and
make the home more homelike to make
discard it at the close of the season. do everything in his power to stamp trouble began by my and scratched
them
rubbed
and
I
itching
those
is
in
that
The rule here
general
this out.
till one day I saw little red
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
coming to spend the summer need not
sores coming out.
My
for father, mother and children. Good light
hands were disfigured and
bring anything ( with them necessary
for housekeeping except their bedding FUN FOR THE
swollen, and troubled me
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
eo that I could not deep.
and linen. Nine out of ten people wish
AT
FANS
BALL
They were cracked and
to do this anyway. It is more satis
desired.
when the small sores broke
ALBUQUERQUE
factory. It would cost owners very
come
would
matter
white
a
little more to equip their cottage comout. I could not do any
pletely, so that parties renting them
hard work; if I did the sores
Baseball fans in New Mexico are
furabout
to
worry
would not have
out worse.
anticipating with joy the baseball would come
"For two years nobody could cure my
nishing them, etc., and then they tournament which is to be one of
could realize a better rent and at the the chief features of the State Fair eczema, until one day I thought I would try
the Cuticura Soap and Ointment. I used
same time have a much better pleas- to be held in
Albuquerque, October warm water with the Cuticura Soap and
This is one matter that 7 to' 12. The association has stretched tenant.
after that I put the Cuticura Ointment on
present property owners in Cloudcroft ed a point financially this year and my hands twice
a day for about Ave or six
''
MM...MssMsiiiiiiiiiiiiasasMsaiaM
would do well to look into and it will
f 2.50U months when I was completely cured."
aggregating
has
purses
up
hung
add much tq the accommodations at
1911.
Nov.
28,
Marcus,
for baseball. The first prize of a (Signed) Sam
Kot only are Cuticura Soap and Ointment
the resort and at the same time be thousand dollars will attract clubt
rOTHINQ IS QUITE SO CONVEN
treatment
of eczemas
the
in
valuable
moat
the
one of the best drawing cards for
considerable strength. There are and other distressing eruptions of akin and
of
resort that could be given out.
IENT as to touch the button and
four prizes altogether, so that the calp, but no other emollients do to much
club pulling down fourth money will for pimples, blackheads, red, rough skins,
your stove Is ready to cook your
be fairly well rewarded, while the Itching, scaly scalps, dandruff, dry, thin and
hair, chapped hands and shapeless
Iron ready to use, your toasted
aggregation winning first, second and falling nor
do it so economically. A single
and nails,
should
expenses
third
pay
money
vacuof Cuticura Soap (25c.) and box of
ready for the hurried breakfast, your
13 IZ V JUMXLt "yi have enough for a split among the cake
Cuticura Ointment (50c.) are often sufficient
washer
um cleaner ready for the fray, your
players. The tournament win Degm when all else has failed. Sold throughout
cool the heattime the minor leagues the world. Liberal sample of each mailed
the
at
Just
ready to cleanse, fan ready to
Nearly every one must have read are closing for the season and for free, with 32-- Skin Book. Address postdo
will
every thing
ed rooms. Electricity
George Barr McCutcheon's fascinat- this reason it will be a comparatively
card "Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
men should use Cuticura
jWTender-face- d
We furnish it at reasonable rates,
ing novel "Beverly of Graustark" as easy matter for club managers to sefor
you.
s
the sale of the book has exceeded half cure
and full Infortalent ' at a reason- Soap Shaving Slick, 25c. Sample free.
day aad n'ghf Estimates
a million coDies. and the publishers able price. The tournament is open
mation cheeer fully given.
people to clubs reDresentins any town in
estimate that fully twenty-fiv- e
read every cloth bound book is proo-abl- New Mexico or Arizona, Trinidad,
verv nearly correct. Undoubted Colorado, El Paso, Tews and Amaril- ,.
;
MURALTER
ly all who have read the story have lo, Texas.
formed a mental picture of Beverly
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
Calhoun, the American girl who visits
Sealed proposals will be received
Graustark and succeeds in upsetting
the traditions and formalities sur- by the County Commissioners of'
rounding a European court of royalty, Santa Fe County, New Mexico, up to
2
consequently when A. G. Delamater twelve o'clock noon, Tuesday, the 8th
who produced "Beverly" as a play day of October, 1912, for furnishing!
looked about for an actress to inter- all mstprlals for one bridge to be built!
pret the part, it was no easy matter at the Arroyo Atascoso, near the; Will clean, press
to procure one who would look Town of Gallsteo, New Mexico.
All the material and work shall be
like the "Beverly" of Mr. McCutch- eon's story and Harrison Fisher's fa furnished and done in accordance
$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day
Rooms With Bath, . .
mous portrait of her, but who would with plans and specifications made byi
also be sufficiently experienced and the Midland Bridge company of Kanreasonable prices and
versatile to play, this extremely difwork.
ficult role. However, it is the conwill
HOW'S THIS?
census of opinion among the dramatic
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re-- ;
for Ladies
Orders
critics that they have found the ideal ward for any case of Catarrh that can-is
J
who
Howard
in
Dorothy
Cure.
Catarrh
"Beverly"
not be cured by Hall's
at present playing the part Miss
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
exDenver Hotel.
and
beautiful
Made Suits, Overcoats,
Howard is young,
We, the undersigned, have known
This is something new for
recent
Her
engagetalented.
15
and
'.
last
for
years,
the
J.
tremely
Cheney
or Riding Suits.
$2.50 and $3.00 per
rooms
ments have been as leading lady with believe him perfectly honorable In all
"Cameo
in
Kirby" business transactions and financially
William Farnum
moderate priced rooms
one of
Thirty years' of experience In
day.
and with the original New York pro- able to carry out any obligations
made by his firm.
duction of "The Aviator."
and you will be pleased. New Fire
tailoring in some of the largest
A really effective kidney and blad- NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
bath..
Toledo, O. cities in Europe and America.
der medicine must first stop the proProof Annex, every room
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern- gress of the disease and then cure th
conditions that cause it Use Foley ally, acting directly upon the blood; 101
Washington Avenue.
Kidney Pills for all kidney and blad- and mucous surfaces of the system,
75
Price
free.
sent
der troubles and urinary Irregulari- Testimonials
r PhoncBIack 22J. ;;
;
ties. They are safe and reliable. cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug-- '
cists.
and
permanently.
They help quickly
Take Hall's Family Pills for con
In the yellow package. For Bale by
Ooods Called for and Delivered.
all druggists.
stipation.
to

Again Reminds You of the Superior
I
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Quality and Large Variety of the
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"Soltaire" floods. Always the Leader
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GO.

GROCERY
WITH

ALL

Southern Corner Plaza, 8anta Fe. Telephone No. 40.
CASH
PURCHASES. WE GIVE RE0I8TER TICKETS

r

Every woman's heart responds
the charm and sweetness of a baby's
for
voice, because nature Intended her
But even the loving
motherhood.
nature of a mother shrinks from the
ordeal because such a time is usually
a period of suffering and danger.
Women who usa Mother's Friend are
Baved much discomfort and sunenng.
and their, systems, being thoroughly
are
prepared by this great remedy, tna
meet
to
condition
a
healthy
in
time with the least possible suffering
Mother s triena
and danger.
recommended only for the relief and
comfort of expectant mothers; It Is in
no sense a remedy for various ills,
but. Its many years of success, and
the thousands of endorsements received from women who have used it
are a guarantee of the benefit to ba
derived from Its use. .This remedy
does not accomplish wonders but simply assists nature to perfect its work.
Mother's Friend allays nausea,
caking of
the breasts, and
In
every way jfcw- to
contributes
healthy
strong,
motherhood. Mother's Friend Is sold
at drug stores. Write for our free
book for expectant motners.

30-3- 0

UR entire country

three-year-ol-

waking up to tke fact
that nothing else is as
ducive to health, and pleasure
tne
as Hot and Cold water

d

Wse.

Spanish-American-

m
l101JJli;5)

RETAIL

their komes.

jf J'ttCttM

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For

of flowers, garden

All kinds

SEED.

ALFALFA

STOCK FOOD.

INTERNATIONAL

field seeds in bulk and packages

&

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

g

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

45

Majestic Range

gives more not water, with
less fuel, tkan any otker range.

Ample kot water for kotk
bath and

j

Phone Black

Most progressive

families are adding it to

pro-ven- ts

WHOLESALED

is

HARDWARE CO.

lola

Dawson Coal
Sawed Wood

PORTLAND CEMENT

El Toro

D-

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
R.

ii:

All Kinds of Building Materials.

Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts

f

I'I

It's

i'ard JJJ Hickox Street, Near
'

Union Depot.

Why Import Mineral Water ?
Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
Kinds
Soda,
Ball Ginger
Special

e

-

Phone, Red

Phone, Red 100

Phone, Red 100

100

CAPITAL COAL YARD
WHOLESALE
fl Afll
oal AND RETAIL VvfOOQ
PHONE 85 MAIN.

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

THE STAR BARN
Successor to"

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
FIRST-CLAS-

Also

First-Clas-

Phone Main

LIVERY RIGS.

S

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

s

J.

139

R. CREATH,

310

San Fradsco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

WOODY'S STAGE LINE

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

From

La Salle Restaurant

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Telephone II.

Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Bent 2Sc and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
french Noodle Order 10c a dlsn,
Maw York Chop Suey 60a

Leaves Barranca en the
the north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
way. Good covers hacks

arrival of
arrives at

any other
and good
tea me. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
tne surrounding tomna. Wire B'.nbwdo
Station.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER

LEGHT

pun-tbhe- d

T

IN

O

Jl

1

ucv-coo-

4.

POWER
N

MISS HOWARD
f"T
1J

DCICDr I

p.

first-clas-

v

SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS
r

On

Sale

Daily, Until

Sept. 30, 1912.
IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
CHICAGO,
NEW YORK,

$50.35
$79.35

BOSTON,
ST. LOUIS,

$85.95
$44.35

BUFFALO,

ST. PAIL,

$69.85
$50.35

CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
WITH THE

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
IPHDMIA
fiyALirUIInlA
k

LOS ANGELES

and

Goinf via El Paso and Southern Pacific and relurninf
;Same route, or via A., T. & S. F.

SAN DIEGO,

$46.90

SAN FRANCISCO,

$55.90

H. A. COO HER, General Manager N. M. C. R. R.,

The Tailor

a

repair
Ladies and
or
Gents' Garments at

altr

guarantee his
taken

1

and

j

SANTA FE, N. M

r.

THE ALBANY HOTEL

Gents' Custom

Skirts

j

further information address Eugene

Fox, Qen'l Passenger Agt. E. P. & 5. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or
For

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

JULIUS

a

Larger
Try
with bath,

with bath,
these

with

J
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ffiwmbvK Letter

Don't Admire

PACE THREE

NOTICE F0R PUBLICATI0N-

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

MRS, GR EATON'S

..

-

rjepartmeni of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
August 15, 1912.
Montezuma Lodge Pecoa Forest.
Notice is hereby given that Ramon
A. F. & A. M. j
Xo.
1,
imNew York, Sept. 10. Jewelry
Europe," Adler said, "is pointing the
Regular communi-- , Quintana of Pecos, New Mexico, wno,
porters of Maiden Lane nave laid in finger of ridicule at tin's city and
cation first Monday on August 28, 1907, made Homestead
stock of fall novelties, and many drring why such things are permitted
SW
of each month at Entry No. 11930, for S
Tailor-Mad- e
in
not
civilized
a
do
country. They
of the display windows show strange
8,
X
Section
Section
XW
5,
at
Hall
Masonic
how
sucli
conditions can
collections of valuable trinkets and understand
7:30.
Township 17 X., Range 12 E., N. M.
ornaments that the jewelers are con- exist."
During Change of Life How
ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
Principal Meridian, has filed notice of,
fidant will be popular this season.
Newport marveled at the creations
E. Pinkham's Veger
CHAS. E. L1NXEY, Secretary.
Lydia
to make
intention
proof, to
York
worn
week
New
a
A
woman.
the
by
importers
Among the fads that
de-claim
establish
land
to
above
Made
the
table
Identified
a
Compound
her
wrist
as
her
modiste,
later,
say will prevail thlB fall are
ready-mad- es
between poor
8(
before
or
badly
Receiver,
ri,,d.
Register
"o
Fanta Fe Chanter
watches for men. Hitherto women saleswoman and the gowns as NewHer a Well Woman.
V. S. I,and Office at Santa Fe, New
made-to-ord- er
1, R. A. M.
fine
and
Regular
port's undelivered fineries
have monopolized that fad.
Mexico, on the 11th day of October,
re
wno
r
convocation
second
null""porsons
Mass.
"I cannot express
Natick,
A demand from the men for wrist,
kind. You can see
big differlion, an uptown what I went through during the change
Monday of each month 1912,
watches has persisted so steadily, jew-- 1 were going homebefore
Claimant names as witnesses:
I
had
at
theater
Masonic Hall at
one coking
shortly
ence
so can
I
midnight
of
life
before
tried
have
manufacturers
that
elers say.
you
seri-ke- t
Ricardo Valencia, Jose Maria
from
narrow
a
or
m.
death
7:30
escape
!
mar-p.
Pinkham's
E.
on
the
Lydia
had to vield and put them
same
Prtidencia Gonzales, all of
They cost about
Hand bomb
ComCHAS. A. WHEELO.V,
The demand comes largely from ous lnJury when a
Vegetable
X. M.; Anlceto Gonzales, of
before their eyes at the door
Tailor-Mad- e
pound. I was in such ARTHUR SELIGMAX,
in service
H. P
leads in men who motor, from civil engineers, ofexploded
an Italian barber shop on One
Fe, New Mex.
a nervous condition
Seer tary.
hunters and fishermen. The
and in wear and fromLane
Twenty-fifil- i
and
MANUEL R. OTERO,
street.
I
still.
could
economy and
not
out
keep
thatjdred
experts point
Mv limbs were cold.
Register.
They probably owe their safety to
there is no comparison.
the fad hasbeen carried to this coun-- '
Santa Fe Commandery
I had creepy sensaXo. 1, K. T. Regular!
try from Europe, where for a long the bravery of Patrick Delaney, a
could
not
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
tions, and I
time men have been wearing wrist teamster, who was passing the doorconclave fourth Mont
Tailor-Mad- e
sleep nights. I was
watches, or bracelet watches, as they way of the little barber shop and
in each month at.
day
finally told by two
heard the sizzling of the fuse. De- Masonic Hall at 7:30 Department of the Interior,
prefer to call them.
physicians that I also
Knew rigm away it was a Domo.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
and
women
for
p. m.
are really the only clothes worthy of
meni'aney
Timepieces
I
read
had
tumor.
a
He flung up his hands and yelled at
W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
than
smaller
made
are
both
August 15, 1912.
being
your consideration.
tn0Be passing to stand back. As the one day of the wonderful cures made by W E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Notice is hereby given that David
ever before.
..
crowd retreated Delaney ran across Lydia E. Pinkham s Vegetable Conv
.
Quintana, of Pojoaque, New Mexico,
. . .
a ii
weic .
Bonuses UKgieguiiUB
tnr lr o Til I ir nflfl
i
v
mere i"11" anrM ti inn , H rn
ine m'xil tinstant,
line street. trt
j My neighbors
Santa Fe Lodge of Pev-- , who, on July 19, 1909, made Homestead
well
woman.
me
made
a
U11U HI'
,
,., WOO
XE
SE
lection Xo. 1, 14th de- - Entry No. 01073 0, for S
,,
in the mills of the Alexander omuii
.,, UJJ, 41.V1UIUUT o( and friends declare it has worked a mirvK
S
X
SE
NE
SE
Ancient and Ac- Yonkers.
&
gree.
E. Pinkham's VegeSons Carpet company,
acle
I have
me.
for
Lydia
New
was
No
one
from
injured.
York,
NE
brought
S
Hit- NE
(JintflH
SW
Men and women who had been in
table Compound is worth its weight in
w - SW
The police say that the barber has
XE
1ia omnlnv of thfi pnmnnnv tpn vpars
Free Masonry meets on
fashion center, and
are
of life.
this
women
for
perod
during
gold
AW
W
hw 14 NE
or more received amounts equal to bpen the taret for ,ll,,;taten'I,5 leUe12- If it will help othera you may publish my the third Monday of each month at ov'
to be made up into
now
NB
His child, a
SB lA E 1"2 NW
Grea-ton- , 7:30 o'clock in the
SE
Mason-in
Sweet
Marion
10 per cent of their wages for the six for many years.
letter.
"Mrs.
evening
'
was
NVV
NW
boy.
kidnapped several
SE lm' Section
No. 1 Jefferson St., Natick, Mass. ic Hall, south side of Plaza. Visiting! r.
months ended June 30. Those of be- year-olyou
C E., X. M.
1OTn8Q1'' ly
Scottish Rite Masons are cordially
Range
tween five and ten years' standing re- month ago, but was returned mystermost
is
one
Life
of
the
of
Change
which lasted six
P. Aleridian. has filed- nntir nf In. on.
vited
to
attend.
ceived 5 per cent bonuses.
It was iously after a hunt
critical periods of a woman's existence.
tion to make three-yea- r
S. G. CART WRIGHT, 32.
proof, to esGOME fN AND LOOK OVER THE FABRICS
the fourth time within a few years weeks.
Women everywhere should remember
tablish
claim to the land above deson
Mrs.
of
"Jack"
oldHarry
Dahlgren.
that the firm has remembered its
Venerable Master.
is no other remedy known to
there
that
scribed, before Register or Receiver,
er employees.
Last March $65,000 Lehr. is going back to Harvard. This, so successfully carry women through
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New
r
was paid to 2,500 five and
niormng ne iook me train ior pos-- thi9tryinapertod as Lydia E. Pinkham's
B. P. O. E.
on the 10th day of October,
Mexico,
"
ttB
employees, ana in August, isii,
Vegetable Compound.
Santa Fe LodgeNo. 1912.
000 was distributed among the 1
ear convinced him he is not fitted for the
Har-Ev460, B. P. O. E-- ,
Claimant names as witnesses:
If you want special advice write (d
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K Feast of Baraains

1

GROCERY
at

PEOPLE OF THIS CITY have never before in the old town's
history had
a feast of bargains as they have had at our
OUT OF
PRICES during the last week. Some of our best friends came in a
htte skeptical, but timidly asked, "ARE
REALLY
QUIT?"
To all such inquiries we simply had to refer them to the prices we are
making to
fully convince them. These prices are not on one or two catch articles, but on our
ENTIRE LINE the highest grade of merchandise that we could find
the
kets the country. Many lines are badly broken already, but remember this sale
will last as long as there is anything left. The sooner we close ouf the better it will

THE

suit us.

FOLLOWING ARE A FEW ARTICLES THAT CAUGHT OUR EYE AS WE GLANCED DOWN THE
COUNTER
JAPANESE

KIMONAS.

Long Kifcionat very high grade finely made and finished. .$3.00. .$1.60
Klmona Sacks, Nice Flannelette
65c 35c

Short

BEAUTIFUL EMBROIDERY DRESS PATTERNS.

Just few left
pattern

fine Marquisette full widths six
yards to the

.... .... ........

W(

$n,

$4.35, $6

PANAMA AND VOILE DRESS SKIRTS

Just a few

of the very best quality all wool Voiles and
Panamas,
$6, $10 and $12, Now
Wi $6
Y0UNH NESTS OVERCOATS.

:

RISUCNS AT PRICES TO URGE YOU TO TAKE THE WHOLE LOT.
Baby ribbons that were 2 yards for 5c to close at 10 yards
Niagara made high grade 71-2- , 10 and 15c grades

5c
5c
20c

Best wired hair ribbons 35c grades

A FEW HIGH GRADE SWITCHES LEFT.

inches long high grade human hair values from $3.50 to

$4,

It will pay you boys to buy it now for you will need it in another
week or two. Klrschbaum all pure wool, Presto collar, medium
length ulster that should keep you warm and snug
.$10, $5

.$2.10
Other values that run from $2.75 to $3.25
$1,65
Third grade all fully guaranteed best value ever shown $2, now.. 85c

BIGGEST BARGAINS IN UMBRELLAS.

The new machine playing either the two or four minute records, regular price at dealers $22.50, will let you carry It off for
$12.50

An article we all need but seldom can find. You can now get two
and have one at both ends of the line for what you been paying
for one.
High Grade Gloria Silks best made at any price, $2.50 and $3
$1.50
Another lot fully guaranteed same make, $1.50, $2...
.....$1
Third assortment best values ever known, 75c and $1...!...!.!45c

ONE LONELY EDISON PHONOGRAPH.

STANDARD COPYRIGHT BOOKS

A dozen or so from well known authors such as Mrs. Holmes or
that originally sold for $1.50 to close at
One Alcott set regular price anywhere $12.50
Little Colonel series, regular price $1.50

Jr.

Street

SUMMER TOURIST RATES

LOCAL TRAINS

The biggest stock to pick from in the state. Pay you to lay in a
year's supply at these prices, values that were 7c, 10c and 15c... .5c
Linnen Torchons, 10, 121-- 2 and 15c grades
5c
Cotton Clunles, 10, 15 and 25c grades
5 and 10c

now

H. BLAIN,

San

TIME TABLE ALL

LACES AND EMBROIDERIES

3 oz. 26

J.

South-wort- h

25c
$7.50
$1.00

The following are the tlaie tabia.
of th6 Iwcal railroads:
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."

Leave
8:10 a. m., to connect w.ih No. it
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12:10

P. m.

Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
connect with No. 1 westbound and No.
V eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 8 p. in
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to co
nect with No. 7 weatboun l and No. 4
eastbound
Returning arrive Sania Fe at 8:36

All Stations East and West
FROM
Stations on the Denver

& Rio

Grande

IN.EFFECT

June 1st to Septembei 30th

p. m.

Leave Santa Fe at 8 : 50 p. m. to con
nect with No. 8 eastbound and No. V
westbound.
Returning, arrive at Santa F. 11:30
p. m.

D. &

W.N. TOWN SEND & CO.

TO

h.

G. Ry.

Leaves 10:05 . m. for north.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.
NEW MEXI.O CENTRAL RY
Leave 12:45 p. ai., connects "with
No. 4 east and 1 south and west.
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connectloni
from No.
east

t

Return Limit, October 31st
Liberal Stopovers.
For information as to rates, reservations,
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. G. Agent or
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A., Santa Fe.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 1912.
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EMIL MIGNARDOT

WILLIAM FARAH

In; Adams and Gibson.

SCHAEFERS THE FUNNIEST PLAYER
IN THE NATIONAL GAME.

At New York.
.
New York
1
3 10
St. Louis
Marquard and Wilson; Sallee, Gey-- :
er and Bresnahan.
TALKS ON
MONEY REFORM.

; Continued

I

HERMAN

SCHAEFER.

Prom Page

2JZ

Bottle or Glass of
Lemp's Beer ' will kill your

An Ice Cold
R. H. E.
.4 10 2

BONYNGE

PARTY STATE

Capital Bar

.

On.i

bank would know that it could safely
extend at some price such assistance
as might be required to any solvent
business man, because, it would know
that if the occasion arose, it could rediscount the commercial paper of its
solvent customer at a branch of the
federation of banks. Thus the benefits of such an organization would
reach every man, no matter in what
business or calling he might be engaged.
"We would have a safe custodian 'or
the reserves of the banks. They would
be mobilized and could be put to effective use whenever needed. The amount
of currency would be absolutely measured and determined by business requirements. The banks would through
be enabled to utilize our
enormous banking power and wealth.
"A plan to accomplish those purposes has been before the country for
nearly a year. It is contained in the
unanimous report made to congress
by the national monetary commission
recommending the establishment ol
the pat ional reserve association,
"Some objections have been urged to
the plan of the proposed organization, and the machinery proviaea ior us oppr.ition. If there are detects in me
plan, they should be specifically pointed out and suggestions offered for
their correction. Mere denunciation
of proposed measures without offering
some substitute is not at all helpful.
It is believed that the more the plan
of the monetary commission is studied
and analyzed, the more it will grow in
favor. But whether it does or not the
problem of monetary reform svinnliib
with us. A solution for it must be
found. Shall we say that wo are unequal to the task? Shall it be said
that this powerful nation alone of all
the nations of the earth is unable to
,
u
aevise a oaiiKiiig
needs?
We will be unworthy of our inner- itance if we fail in this effort. The
difficulties to be overcome are insignificant compared to those that confronted the fathers in laying the foundation of our national union. Surely
the time cannot be far distant when
the intelligence and the patriotism of
the American people will solve this
problem. It is to that intelligence and
patriotism that we must appeal and
upon which we can rely with confidence."
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California Wine will
put blood in your veins !
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will make you forget your
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ARIZONIANS ON .THE JOB
CHOOSING THEIR ELECTORS.

nine Illinois cities in as many hours
was the task faced by Governor Hiram
W. Johnson today when he arrived in
Chicago from Detroit. The longest
address of the day was scheduled for
Streator, where a progressive rally
was to be held at the fair grounds.
Governor Johnson planned to reT. L. Parks, Murrayville, Ca., "Route
turn to Chicago tonight and start on 1, is in his 73rd year, and was recent
a Wisconsin tour tomorrow.
ly cured of a bad kidney and bladder
trouble. He says himself: "I have
suffered with my kidneys. My back
HAPPY, LAUGHING
CHILD IN FEW HOURS, ached and I was annoyed with blad- I can truthfully
der irregularities.
Cross Irritable, Feverish, Tongue say, one 50c bottle of Foley Kidney
Pills cured me entirely." They conCoated and Sick, Give Delicious
tain no habit forming drugs. For
"Syrup of Figs."
sale by all druggists.
.,
Your child isn't naturally cross, ir- rilable and peevish, mother! Examine
the tongue;, if coated, it means the
A GRAND
littlu one's stomach is disordered,
liver inactive and its thirty feet of
bowels clogged with foul; decaying CHRISTMAS PACKAGE
waste.
OF SUPERIOR MERIT IN
Every mother realizes after giving
delicious "Syrup of Figs" that this is
-the ideal laxative and physic for chilQUALITY and QUANTITY;
dren. Nothing else regulates the little one's tender stomach, liver and
The Contents Consist of:
bowels so effectively, besides
they
150 Assorted Seals and Stickers.
dearly love its delightful fig taste.
For constipated bowels,
16 Embossed Gummed Stamps Assluggish
liver, biliousness, or sour, disordered sorted.
2 Christmas
slomach,
feverishness,
diarrhoea,
Greeting Tags and
sore throat, bad breath or to break Cards.
it OOld. ?ivfl nne-hnin a tonannrtnful
2 Large Imported Christmas Tags.
4 Medium
jof ..Syrup of pjgg- and in a few hours
Christmas Tags and
all the clogged up waste, sour bile. Cards.
4 Small Christmas Tags and Cards.
undigested food, .and constipated mat- ter will gently move on and out of 20 Assorted Christmas and New
the system without griping or nau Year Post Cards.
Bea, and you will surely have a well,
3 Double Christmas and New Year
happy and smiling child again short- - Booklets
'y- 1 Triplicate Wall Calendar for 1913.
With Svnin of Tr P H you are lint 202 ASSORTED PIECES
Tn ail nnlnra
Hi.., trcrt er
ti rl efiiAa omYtnefinfl
children, being com
posed entirely of luscious figs, Benna and Plain, Imported and Domestic.
and aromatics it cannot be harmful.
The use of these beautiful emblems
Full directions for children of all of Holiday Cheer is now so prevalent
ages and for grown-up- s
plainly print- - a gift seems lacking in Christmas
ed on the Dackasro,
sentiment without them.
Ask your druggist
for the full
There is no limit in the uses to
name, "Syrup of; Figs and Elixir of which these
y
Cards, Tags and Stamp-ma'
"""
Senna", prepared by the California
be adapted.
Fig Syrup Co. This is the delicious
They emphasize in a special mantasting, genuine pld reliable.
Refuse ner the Innate feelings of the heart
anything else offered
in accord with
CHRIST'S BLESSING OF
REBELS READY FOR
on Earth to Men of Good Will"
"Peace
'

Interpreted

I

i The Best Ro- Imantic Drama
gon the Stage

Graustark"
Staged by OSCAR EAGLE

.

Director for David Belasco

i

Every Character of the Book
Appears in the Play. A

Stirring Romance of

Love and

Laughter!

Seats on Sale nt Fischer's Dru Store,
Saturdny. September Mtli.

32nd ANNUAL
New Mexico State Fair
ALBUQUERQUE.
October 7, 8, 9,10, II,.

1912.

12,

BIQ PREMIUMS FOR

Live Stock

lf

AND

Poultry Exhibits

f

d

HOW THEY STAND

D. K. B. SELLERS, C FRANK A. STORTZ
President.
Secretary.
.

'

W" -

JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.

COLORADO SALOON
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
EO
Family Trade Supplied.
259"San FranciscoTSt,$
SANTA FE, N. M.

:

1

PEERLESS BAR

.

four-flus-

.

TODAY'S GAMES.

Pope Motor Cycle

Fine

Imported

and

Domestic

Wines, Liquors

AND CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.

SUMMER

T0URI5T
RATES
EAST and WEST, SANTA FE ALL THE WAY

St. Louis,

Chicago,

$44.35

$50.35

St. Paul,
$50.35

Colo.fSprii.gs,

Pueblo,

$18.15

$16.15

Denver,

'$21.10

Salt Lake,
$40.00

CALIFORNIA.

Los Angeles,
San Diego,

V

San' Francisco, San Francisco,

$46.90

Oakland,

One way via Portland,

$55.90

$73.35

to September 30th.
Return limit, Oct. 31st.

On sale daily,
Liberal Stop Over Privileges.

1

;

Visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona

-

Every Woman

Jit'XJti

r

Special Scenery
Gorgeous Costumes

Burroughs Adding Machine Co.,
w. H. long, Sales Manage.
P.O. Box 702, El Paso, Texas

'

Beverly

nrj
ci0BLAraJUr

2

Phoenix, Ariz., Sept. 10. Arizona
voters were choosing candidates for
three presidential electors and one
congressman today. Carl Hayden, incumbent, is the democratic nominee!
for Congress, Thomas E. Campbell,
republican, Robert S. Fisher, progres
sive and Charles A. Smith, socialist.

To speak in

Arlie Latham was funny in his day, ting,' for I will single to left." And he
but "Germany" Schaefer of the Wash- did, starting a rally that for a time
ington club is the funniest fellow that threatened trouble.
has ever been connected with baseThese are a few of the things Her--!
ball. During the trip when Washin- man Schaefer, the funniest man in
gton won 17 tsraight games, "Ger- - baseball is pulling off every day. He
many" was at his best. So clever and isn't like the monologist in vaudeville,
'clean was his comedy, that he made for he changes his stuff daily, and any
the fans like the game, despite the time you see a matinee with the
defeats administered their favorites.
Washington club as an attraction, you
Schaefer is popular with the fans can figure on getting double your
because he never gets peeved when money's worth.
they kid him. He can laugh at a Joke
at his expense, just as well, as the fan
laughs at his puns. His wit is spontaneous, and seldom does any one get
the better of a battle of repartee with
Schaefer.
HAMILTON, THE YOUNGEST.
Of course there Is a limit to the
Earl Hamilton, the St. Louis leftcoachthings Schaefer can do on the
hander, probably is the youngest" man
ing lines. The umpires, realizing that both in age- and in point of service in
the fans like to see him in action, the big show who ever attained a
never object to his comedy stunts un- niche in the hall of fame. He is just
less he seems to go too far. During 21 years old and this is his third seaa series at Cleveland, Schaefer almost son in profesional ball. He joined the
turned the game into a farce by his Browns early last season, coming
stunts. The Naps were getting so from Joplin, Mo., club, of the Central
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4

LOW CUTS

1

t.-a-

an
Headwear.

j

at

-

T

....

aonio,

Drij-uim.id-

trju-iu-

SELIGMAN BROS. COMPANY

4

v..

Some

up-to-the-mi-

nute

TRUST

UNITED. STATES

Bird's Eye Maple Bedroom Suits,

CAPITAL $30,00000

Bungalow or Twin Brass Beds.

Banking Business

i

e

j

t.

REBELS FIRING
ON OJINAGA

NO!

FOR

Tract

1

Fruit;

E

FOR RENT

-

$30.00 per Month.

bor-hee- n

Fruit

2

c

MADREPart

JOSEPH

O. C. WATSON & CO.

HAYWARD, MANAGER,

2

e

"ALAIN" SILVER PLATED WARE

Fal-omi-

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAl DIRECTORS

i

H. C. YONTZ,

I

'

SWEET PEAS
JAMES

Why Wait?

n

S.

SCO-

j

are

TAUPERT,

1

Dispensing Optician

PEACHES,

Accurate

Work-Qu-

ick

PEARS

Returns!

FAT LADY DRAGS

andLUMS

DOWN BALLOON

We can also supply you with

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

FT. SUMNER CANTALOUPES
:

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers' a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
104 DON GASPER ST.

Chicago,
Wild and

the finest cantaloupes grown.

neer, started out last night from
Woodlawn in 125 foot dirigible balloon. They were sailing toward the
downtown district when a water plug
blew out and they found themselves
Jn serious trouble
several hundred
feet in the air.
The cries of the aeronauts were
heard by Mrs. Walter R. Smith, who
was on the roof of a shed in the rear
of the home. She saw the craft was
settling and also caught a glimpse
of a long trail rope hanging from the
balloon and dragging against the
buildings. As the rope dangled near
her she seized it and held on with all
of her 185 pounds. She was dragged
from the roof and against a fence, but
she held on and finally succeededhi
stopping it. The craft settled down
among some telegraph wires with no
further damage than a broken rudder.

We have just received
shipment of
CHASE & SANBORN'S

Best Coffee and Teas

Telephone 9 W
RAPID DELIVERY SERVICE

r

(

w

-

v

If you want the best in

live paper makes a live town.
We ere making a live paper. Read it.
A

FOR SALE GROCERIES, FRUITS
320-ACR- E

WE WILL MAIL YOU $1
for
of old

each Set
False Teeth send us.
for old Gold, Silver,
Highest prices
old Watches, Broken Jewelry and Precious Stones.
MONET 8RND BY BOTBJ MA It
pi-I-

PHILA.

SMELTING & REFIMMG
ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS

M Chestnut

CO.

St. Philadelphia, Pa.

TO DENTISTS
We will boy your Gold FUllnds. Gold Scrap,
and Platinum. Eignest prices paid.

RANCH

all under fence, good improve
ments, lots of water. Fine hay
land and farm lanrf with
nac
crop on it and about 40 head of
cattle, six miles from railroad
and 7 miles from the mountain.
Sell at a bargain. Address,
.

I

i.

FRANK DAVIS,

Moriarty, N. M

AND VEGEETABLES
GO TO

mmki

ITALIAN

co

Where Prices are Lowest
' for Safe Quality

Sept. 10. Horace B.
John DeCoursey, his engi111.,

POULTRY AND VETERINARY

INSURANCE

PRATT'S VETERINARY

COLIC CURE.

REMEDIES
GUARANTEED.

A famous remedy for all classes of colic, acute indigestion and bloat. This wonderful remedy has
a record of curing 998 cases out of 1,000. It is a
quick, sure and reliable cure for all cases of colic.
50 cents
Price, .
l
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
PRATT'S GUARANTEED E66 PRODUCER Prevents chicken
cholera, roup and
Pratt's Poultry Regulator
gapes and common ailmentsmakes little chicks grow fast and develops them into big layers. Keeps fowl healthy and in good laying condition.
Full directions' with each package, . . . Price, 25 cents
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.

.......

Fire, Life, Accident,
Plate Glass,' Etc. Etc.

REAL ESTATE

-

City Property, Farms,

Ranches, 0(rchard,
Land Qrants, Etc.

PRATT'S ANIMAL REGULATOR

Surety Bonds
Oi

All Kinds.

FLEET HA8

BOMBARDED SCALANOVA.
London, Sept. 10. The Italian fleet
has bombarded Scalano.ya, a port in
the vicinity of Smyrna, Asiatic Tur- I

n

MAYES

Every farmer and every family that has even a few chickens
should have cut bone and meat to feed them. It improves
their health and makes them lay.
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.

Telephone 194 W., Room

key, according to a dispatch received
la London today by a news agency.
SANTA

U

LAUGHLIN BUILDING,

FE

.

- NEW MEX ICO

.3

FOR HORSES,CATTLE,SHEEP,HOGS,DAlRY

COWS.&c.

Because it works directlv on the blood, bowels,
and digestive organs of the animal; it builds up
horses, cures hog cholera in its early
stages, makes pigs grow quickly and fatten rapidly ; dairy cows give more milk.
Full directions on each package, . . Price, per pkg., 25c
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
run-dow-

n

1
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The Ranch of the

.
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-

Rockles--Ope- n

the lear Round.

Beautiful Illustrated Booklet on request.

VALLEY RANCH, N. M.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
15.0 Dally Per Ouartor, by mall
S2.50 Dally per quarter, by carrier

Daily, per year: by mall
Dally, tlx months, by mail
Weekly, per year

.

$1.25
S1.50

Weekly, tlx months

.$1.00

50

The Security Offered by Our
Safe Deposit Vaults

"All of Today's News Today"

E give to patrons the advantages
of new and modern vaults rein-

W:

forced and barricaded with Yale
Deposit Locks.
The Yale system of locking is known
around the world as the most sturdy, the
most impregnab'e.
Every box in our vault is protected by
a special guard mechanism and a double
set of tumblers.
Entrust your valuables to us, they
will be safe from fire as well as theft.

BE A PROGRESSIVE.
Do you think you can be a good citizen without being a Progressive?
This isn't a matter of politics alone. It covers the whole range of human

endeavor.
Nations go up or down. Nothing stands still. He who fails to hitch
his wagon to a star is already on the greased plank, and Oblivion is jUBt
beyond.
We have just been thinking of a bronzed, rugged type of the old school
of farmers, Industrious to the limit, and just always, and his 200 acre farm.
That fine old citizen farmed as did his fatherB before him. Generation after
generation lived off that plot of land. It was ploughed and tilled and harvested by TRADITION. Things were done because they had been done
before. New fangled ideas and mechanical helps were scorned, both on the
farm and In the rambling farmhouse. All in deference to TRADITION.
When a son suggested securing information from the Agricultural Department at Washington, he was hushed at once. Why should a farmer
be interested in soil analysis, crop reports, printed information from the
sharps in office? The old farm was good enough as it stood.
A Progressive bought the adjoining farm. He used muscles and BRAINS
and mixed them up to make them count. The Agricultural Department was
run for him. As a taxpayer he had a right to every fact it possessed. He
soaked in information. He always wanted to know WHY. He sprayed and
dug and drained. He made sour land sweet. He was good to the farm
and in return it smiled with crops that were the wonder of the section. He
was scorned by the neighbor as a Book Farmer, who had no respect for

FIRST. NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.

TRADITION.
One day the Old Man stood gazing at his neighbor's billowing acres of
wheat. He turned his old eyes to an orchard that was weighted with perfect
fruit. His vision took in an automobile that stood at the door.
"I've lived too long," he said. "The world has changed and I have not
changed with it. I'm 70 and I'm convinced that I'm a failure."
Of course he was wrong. No man who has done his best can ever be a
failure. But don't you see what part Progressiveness plays in human

MANUFACTURER

Both Native and Germantown

UNCLE

ain't a' bit of

SAM HITCHIN' UP.

It's a darned important journey, an'
I'm calculatin, which
Of the critters in my stable it 'ud be
the best to hitch;
MUST BE RECKONED WITH.
One of the few newspapers in the country that, belonging to the oppo- He'll be up against some haulin', for
I'm loaded like the deuce
sition, credits the progressive party with being a dangerous rival, is the
Cincinnati Enquirer. Speaking of the result of the Vermont election it de- The Elephant? The Donkey? Or the
Old Bull Moose.
clares that Roosevelt is thousands of votes stronger in that state than was
Metzgar, the progressive candidate for governor, and draws the conclusion
that the electoral vote of the Green Mountain state is assured to no party. When last I tried to make it, with
the Elephant along
The view of the Enquirer is an honest view of the situation, plainly spoken.
There are yet two months before the November election. Political tides run
ell, you couldn't hardly blame me,
swift and strong under the impetus of so capable, popular and forceful a
for he looked so good an' strong,
leader as Roosevelt, and the reception given him in states like Connecticut But he wasn't pachydermic any deepand Massachusetts indicate his drawing power. It used to be said of Bryan
er than his hide,
that he could draw the largest crowds and the least number of votes of An' as soon as he got started there
any man who ever ran for office. It must be acknowledged that Colonel
was somethin' else inside!
Roosevelt, both draws the crowds and gains votes by meeting with the people He's standin' here
the
and addressing them. Nothing like it has been seen in American political
(
way he used to do,
month-olover
vote
a
of
party piling up
history, and the spectacle of a
An' he'd like me to be thinkin' that
15,000 in a solid republican state like Vermont has never been witnessed
he's elephant all through,
before. It cannot be without tremendous significance. If the spirit of
But he's got so mean an' ornery he
has made itself so manifest in an old New England state, bulwarked with partizanship of the most stalwart kind, what may be expected
In the states of the middle west, where party ties are fixed but loosely and the
THE BYSTANDER
spirit of independence has been thoroughly aroused? Everywhere that
the movement has had an opportunity to manifest itself, it has shown that
SEES IT
It cannot be treated lightly, and must be reckoned with.
PRO-

v

d

Two Sundays' experience with the new system of mail delivery or nondelivery, has certainly been a plenty. It seems that the trouble, as mentioned before in these columns, is with congress. That body passed an appropriation bill with the little joker in it, and the hands of the postofflce department are tied. The people are held, as the county officers of New Mexico
are held, helpless, until the meeting of the next governing legislative body.
In the national arena it is the result of simple incapacity, imbecility or inattention, but whatever else it may be, it is inexcusable. If the the postofflce
force is overworked, then it should be increased, but the inconvenience which
is brought to the people is all wrong. As it is generally understood the mail
service of the country is for the benefit of the people, and if congress, by
sheer carelessness, makes that service ineffective, the action of the inefficient lawmakers should be remembered when the time for remembering
n r ?r
rt antra id nnnrlnJ In nnn nin
nnm no TVlOPQ fa a f lllll rter ori trn A li r.
way, and it is quite likely that in November the people will have something
to say. Of course this will not affect the Sunday mail service, but it will
show how the American electorate feels toward present conditions and
present officials.

A dramaic company from London is on he way over here with a play
called "The New Sin." They will find that New York has committed it. There
can' tbe any sin that is new to little old New York.
'

0

Mrs. Mary Thurmandy of Cleveland urges defeated suffragettes to enter
upon a "sex strike." Jimminy! Where are tbey going to hit as?

UNDER

NEW MANAGEMENT.

AMERICAN

AND EUROPEAN PLAN.

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
1

European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up.

Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in

rooms. Hot and cold running water,
steam heat, electric lights.

LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

The Montezuma Hotel

Think About It

j

0

0

MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.

How About That Fire Insurance?

that is being paraded before the people

.

The Donkey's done some haulin' just
around the stable yard.
But he's never had to tackle any
goin' that was hard,
An' because the trip I'm takin' ain't
related to, a cinch,
Why, mebbe e'll go and founder when
I need him in the pinch.
Then, there's somethin' FREE an'
Old Bull Moose.
easy in the way I've heard him
bray
An' wouldn't want him smashin' It's a darned Important journey, an'
EVERYTOLL GATE on the way!
I'm calculatin' which
No, I never knew & donkey, ANY Of the critters in my stable it 'ud be
the best to hitch;
donkey, to produce
So I better be
at the Old But he's got to do some haulin", for
Bull Moose.
I'm loaded like the deuce
So I guess I'll put the harness on the
I haven't druv him lately, but he's
Old Bull Moose.
Edward Morrisey.
prancin' in his stall,

M.

FE,

e

Another text in our creed:
The Progressive party demands such restriction of the power of the
courts as shall leave to the people the ultimate authority to determine fundamental questions of social welfare and public policy.
To secure this end, it pledges itself to provide:
1.
That when an act, passed under the police power of the state, is held
unconstitutional under the state constitution by the courts, the people, after
an ample interval of deliberation, Shall have an opportunity to vote on the
whether they desire the act to become law, notwithstanding such
dec 'on- c. i nai ever Decision 01 ine mgncsi appellate court Or a State declaring
an act of the legislature unconstitutional on the ground of its violation of
the federal constitution, shall be subject to the same review by the Supreme
.Court of the United States as is now accorded to decisions sustaining such
legislation.
to affright them is
the one marked "socialistic platform of the progressive party." The term is
glibly used by those who do not know the meaning of the word socialism,
what the organization promulgating the doctrine is, in reality, teaching,
The time has gone by, anyway, when the name alone of a party is its power
whether the planks in the progressive party were framed, or whether
they are from material taken from the socialist party or not is really of very
little moment. The question to be considered is whether the platform of a
party presents a desirable and practical program. It seems as if more could
be gained by devoting attention to these questions rather than attempting
to fix upon the party presenting the platform an obnoxious name. The
thinking citizen is going to be a large factor in the election of 1912, and he
is going to vote for principles, not for a party name.

So I'll have to hitch the Donkey
or the Old Bull Moose.

didn't
An' he looks as if his lay-of- f
hurt him none at all;
Tho' it wouldn't be so awful if he is
a little slower,
For that othes time I used him
jumpin' hemlocks what a goer!
When we'd hit the hilly places you
could bet your bottom dollar
That he'd either pull 'er over or go
climbin' through the collar!
Oh, he wasn't very showy, but he got
there fresh and spruce
For I never saw a puller like the

PALACE
THE
N.
SANTA

THE TRAVELING MAN'S

0

One goblin

use,

Caspar Avenue.

are going to have.
velt meant and sympathize with the
It started in yesterday. A man re- sentiment expressed when he said that
marked, "I'm afraid we are going to he did not want the job of king.
have an early and hard winter." ' I
Oftentimes we think life Is humwondered what he based his opinion drum and that about all there is to it
on. The sky had on its usual coat of is work which seems almost profitless
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
IT CALLS FOR ACTION.
The interview with A. B. Renehan, brilliant blue; the sun was casting and scarcely brings in enough to
HOME
president of the Chamber of Com- its yellow glow over all the earth, catch a beef roast as it goes soaring
merce, published in yesterday's New warming the atmospnere to a delight- up into the altitude, and we think of
Everything seemed royalty with gold crowns studded
Mexican, had a good deal In it that ful temperature.
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit witn
to be normal. Of course the air had with germs, with big estates and oo
is worthy of consideration.
private baths. Electric light. Steam Heat.
a little touch of fall in It, but it is dles of money; or If money gets
The public business is like a
Central Location.
summer
has
fall
and
the
scarce it's an easy thing to come
now;
ended,
business. Often it happens that
a man has to put in a goodly sum be- it was a beautiful summer wasn't it? right over to America, marry one of
THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.
Large Sample Rooms.
fore he can begin to take out of his So, I do not know just on what my Uncle Sam's rich girls and be nicely
business. This the citizens of Albu- friend based his opinion that we were fixed for life. But- when you stop
to think of it this kind of thing has
querque have realized. The dividends going to have a hard winter.
How natural it is to cross bridges, its drawbacks, too, and when you've
they are going to receive from the
sito0'000 investment will not be paid at and how often we try to cross them inventoried the whole blooming
before we get to them; and how often uation, the little cottage where that
""ue-,luwe call love really does reign
but they know that it is bread cast when we get to them, they are not thing
and
where
younave about you the
a
If
there.
hard winter comes, let it
on the waters and that it wilt be re
come. We are here first, but I do not things that are yours and which you
turned some day.
worked hard to get, and therefore
If a city is to be builded it requires know as there is any especial use in enjoy all the more, the little cottage
winter
about
until
it
that
1
patience,
progressiveness, worrying
of
work,
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
arrives. It may be late and looks better than the big house
is
boost, enthusiasm and some sacrifice, really
this
all.
after
royalty
Especially
even if it arrives early it may be
too.
true when you realize that your wife
in a kindly mood and not chill
is simply there because she is royal,
You know what faith does in any feeling
-!
I
am not
us, unusually. Of course,
thing and everything. The world preaching the theory of unprepared-nes- s too, and that the rules of the royal
game instructed you how to play, and
would stand still without il I mean
nor shilly shallying nor anything if
you happened to really lose your
MOULTON-ESP- E
the business world, our lives, our
COMPAN V
of that kind, but this Is only Septem- heart
to a girl who did not have this
COmplishments.
Everything we do to ber and we ought to have weeks of
particular brand of blood in her veins
advance ourselves has faith for a
pleasant weather ahead the days of you would have to either let your
SANTA FE, N. M
GENERAL AQENTS.
foundation. If we want Santa Fe to
yellow pumpkins, corn husking, potato
out of the
grow and develop into such a city as storing and all those things Riley heart rule and get fired
it is capable of being, we must have writes about as belonging to a de- royalty house, or get your heart back
and hand it to some girl who probfaith in it. That faith must be accomlightful season of the year.
didn't care a snap for it and for
ably
too.
Don't
forget
panied by works,
I believe in enjoying those days be whom you didn't care. It does not
A REMARKABNE ACCIDENT INSURANCE POLICY.
lual"
fore I begin to shiver and think of my look so good when really summed up,
so
ot
Santa
Fe
ha
much coal bill and list of Christmas pres- as
TWENTY-FIV- E
Tnls clty
DOLLARS BUYS $7,500 in Accident Insurance
say. It is a question
to Duil1 on- - 'ew Places ln the coun-no- r ents and other worries of the winter if the lawyers
and In tbe case tbat one Is Injured while upon a public conveyance this amount
much on the common
has
royalty
doubles : also in tbe case of total disability you are paid $86 per week tor the pertry nave as much, and the results are season. Anyway, if It's going to be a run of us, after all. Life has its com
iod tbat you are disabled, even if it is for life. There are many other features in
d
P to us. Albuquerque has set an
this contract that we would like to explain to you in person.
cold winter and an early one, we are pensations in every department of
ample of the correct method of city going to take it. If it's doped out to II.
GENERAL AGENTS
HALL & HALL
building. The citizens there seized us and our fears regarding it are not
the opportunity, and they will reap a
going to change it one bit. In the $80,000,000.00 Lost Annually By Wage
benefit from it.
meantime, let us just enjoy these
tablish claim to the laad above de-- J
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Earners.
We have a chance, too. We can beautiful
before Register or Receiver,
days.
of
the
scribed,
Interior,
about Department
Dr. Sadler estimates that
make Santa Fe one of the best known
XT. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
annualis
lost
in
and most popular cities in the United
$80,000,000.00
wages
MARRIED FOR LOVE.
New Mexico, Aug. 30. 1912. on the 8th day of October, 1912.
a direct
States.- - It is all up to us, as it was
The Los Angeles Tribune has a ly to the American people as
means
NOTICE
lost
time
is hereby given that Su- I Claimant names as witnesses:
Lost
of
colds.
result
up to Albuquerque.
front page picture of two titled people
What are you going to do about it? in England who actually married for wages and doctoring expensive. Use sano Sandoval, of Lamy, N. M., who, Eulogio Sandoval, of Lamy, N. M.;
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound oa March 8. 1906, made Homestead Jose Larranaga, of Lamy, N. M.;
love.
Section Feliberto Martinez, of Lamy, N. M.;
THE OLDEST INHABITANT.
The event seemed to be so remark promptly. It will stop the cough, and Entry No. 9011, for NW
,
This is the time of year for remarks able and so far from the ordinary that heal and sooth the sore and Inflamed 11, Township 13 N., Range 11 E , N. M. Luciano Ortega, Lamy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
P. Meridian, has 01ed notice of lnten-- j
from the oldest Inhabitant about the it required a column write-u- p
and a air passages. For salt by all
'
tion to make Five-yeRegister.
proof, to es-- j
weather and what kind of winter ire picture. One can realize what Roose--
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Wool Used.
Send for Price List and Full Information.

119 Don

If the world is to grow it must be through those who are not satisfied
with conditions, in government, in municipal affairs, in the standard of living,
in education, in merchandising, in home life and in the care and upbringing
of children as well as the breeding Of live stock.
Demand better things. Demand more of honor and
Be a Progressive.
less of scoundrelism. Demand more and better food and less poverty. Demand better wages and give better service. Insist upon more of human kindness and less of sordid greed.
No matter how humble your occupation, hitch your wagon to a star,

use your brains and your hands, and realize that
THE UPLIFT OF HUMANITY LI2S IN THE HANDS OF THE
GRESSIVES.

OF

Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.

j

j

j

I
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Then Act
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NEWS OF THE STATE
PLENTY OF IT.
familiar sight to be seen these
days is a rarmer wun a handful of
fine broom corn a Bample of his crop
vieing with his neighbor on who has
the best brush. It is all good, however, and harvest Is in full blast.
None have received bids from buyers
as yet. Logan Leader,
A

MAIZE A PLENTY.
As there will be quite a good deal
of Maize to sell here this year, there
Is some talk of getting a thresher to

CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION

OF COLD STORAGE
AND ICE
COMPANY.
State of New Mexico,
Office of the State Corporation
mission.
ment of the costs of the trial.
It Is Hereby Certified, that the anleniency of the court was given on ac- is a full, true and complete
nexed
count of the boy's age. This was his
of the Certificate of Incortranscript
first offense. Roswell News.
poration of Cold Storage and Ice Com(No. 7292.), with the endorsepany.
ments thereon, as same appears on file
INTERESTING WORK.
In the adobe building formerly oc and of record in the office of the State
Corporation Commission.
cupied by W. L. Moody's store are
In Testimony Whereof, the Chair-- '
some aiHAirau weavria wuu bib iumi- man and chlef cerk of gaid
ing out some handsome specimens of mission have hereunto set
(heir handicraft. Takine the wool as hands and affixed the seal of said
it comes from the sheep they wash, Commission, at the City of Stanta Fe,
on this 5th day of September, A. D.
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Climate Failed
Cured
Medicine
Unit rent,
alinoliitPl.v
It hus

extent of Twenty-fivThousand
000) Dollars, divided into Two
fifty (250) shares, of One HunlnH'ii
sIiipwii
dred ($100) Dollars each.
nimti f""l lo help nnuiy
fresh air.
Hut,
lifisiiiis kuITcm'Iiik fromIt Tuhm'iilils.
FIFTH:
The name and postoliice
must hi' wlmll ti'il
to he reiiiry linm'Kt.
addresses of the incorporators, and
hi'Mhiii
U
tiu
than
iHsiiiko
nuirt'
that
numis
Soim-- Ulni
the number of shares of capitui stock
Alli'i'iitlvi- - Is :i mi'illriiip nmile
It has ennui
subscribed for by each, the aggregate
fur tin- curi' if TuliereiiliislK.
BKiiln
Ofti'u
wjuIu.
this
vheru the of which shall be the amount witli
these cures have lieen I'llii
no
where
were
tint
which the corporation will commence
4uiTimitIinp
Intelligent cure was taken "f the patient, business are as follows:
here mmiey 'nn Rciirco; (ihikJ final nml
.vet
iiivs resnlteil.
Name.
jikkI oouklnK umiHUul
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every rase D. C. Collier, San Diego,
to itood,
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California
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II tieeil.
Frank Owen, Santa Fe,
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inve been Hinde nre Inter, stlni: readina.
renin rkahle cure fell"".- - Wehlim, III.
"( Jent lenient Til rotiKh I'.' Uuian's Altera-Iv1
have been snvetl fr,in a iircinnture
inL-h-t
henetit
ti'Mve, anil, feelintf that
ufterinu Immunity. I take pleasure sk'k-les-Id
come into this community. Wheat dye, card, spin and weave it into
vim a brief hlstnry of my
vrilini!
1912.
to use.
which you are ill lllu-rtand maize are being threshed north
"On Iiecemher 14, l!U, I was taken
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
of Melrose, ana with the reported beautiful designs closely imitating' (Seal.)
.vltli Typhoiil riieuinoni:!.
My limns
Chairman.
very much atTeitnl: my sputum
turnout of maize, the farmers figure the weaving of the Pueblo Indians
Ibieilli
vas exuuiiued anil TiHuti-mImsIAttest: EDWIN F. COARD, Chief vvere
found. Oi February "1st. l!H).i, was
they can get about, fifteen or sixteen Blankets, rugs, cushion tops and
Texas.
to
Worth.
to
uiviseil
Clerk.
ko
of
dollars' worth of grain from a ton
Inns
Willie there an abseess in my
znrapis are all made by them. To
and ilisrhnrvietl. I urew worse, and
heads. Some are feeding their make anyone who has never seen an old Certificate of Incorporation of Cold
'leeanie very mueli einie la led. My physl
Ice
and
Company.
Storage
to hogs. Portales Times.
to
fashioned spinning wheel and loom
Ian liiforiued me that I must K
i ten
We, the undersigned, in order to
as (inlekly as pniiiie.
working it is interesting to watch form a corporation for the purposes I'oloraili)
arrived In Canon
and
Texas
1st.
June
A HEAVY FLOOD.
them as they bring out the curious
June Sd. very feel.1". After beius
inforuied
hereinafter stated, under and pur- City
there two weeks, lily pbj
The largest flood of the season designs. Columbus Courier.
me
that notliliijr eouhl he donp. as myI
suant to the provisions of an Act of
came down the middle Percha last
Tlireo weeks later
was
asp
hopeless.
the Legislative Assembly of the Ter- - returned heme, wclghlm: Pi.! puunilN, the
Monday night. The water commencloetor having given ine ii" assnranee of
RATTLERS PLENTY.
ritory of New Mexico, entitled: "An reach
Ine there alive.
ed cutting a new channel at the upper
.
befall tiiklua
to
the
Formation
"On .Ink 14.
and
Act
rat-us
The
Regulate
Indians
tell
when
to
turn
that
end of town which threatened
Kekman's wonderful
remedy for
.
It havliiR been highly
the main stream down Main street. A 'tlesnakes are seen in plentiful num-- Government of Corporations for MinI weiu'h
l.'.s pounds.
number of men are now engaged hers on the range or hills that it is ing, Manufacturing, Industrial and niu stout Today
and well and can do any kind
hniiiUnir
dvke to keeD the water in going to rain. In fact they judge Other Pursuits, approved March la, of work about my grain Inelevator. I have
nor pain
inv lunus, eat
not
ache
an
as
do
follows:
1905,
from
the number of rattlers seen
hereby certifiy
its proper channel. Sierra County
well, sleep well, nml never felt better. I
name
The
of the corporabe uhiil If every person afflicted
Advocate.
just whether or not it will be "much FIRST:
with Tuberculosis took lliiiau' cure."
is:
or
On
.
"little
rain."
the
A It'll Hit
otherjtion
WKH1I.
jrain"
(Siirned Atlldnvltl
Rckmnn's Alterative Is i lliclive In Hron-chills- .
diuhaue.
hand when no rattlers are seen it is
HID IN THE WEEDS.
Astluna. liny Fever: Throat and
PANY.
I. nun Troubles,
and In upbuilding ? the
Our officers found a real live burg- - to be a drouth,
SB:COND: The registered office of system. Hoes not contain poisons, opiates
hnblt-fonnluAsk for booklet
lar hiding in the weeds one day this' This has been a year of both the
or
is located in Rooms of- cured 'cases ilnics.
ami write to Fokmnn
week and he gave his name as Jim drouth and rain. Up till recently 10-1- corporation
for more evl
I'a.,
Laboratory,
l'hilndelphin.
in
the
City
Laughlin Building,
ai.r
.".ence. Fo'r sale by all leailinu
Flynn. He borrowed a watch during no rattlers were seen but as the
V

New Mexico
A. J. Griffin. Santa Fe,
New Mexico

10

1,000

10

1,000

ness.

WANTS

The registered office of the corporation is located at Rooms
Laughlin lMiig., Santa Fe, New Mexico, and
Mr. Frank Owen is designated as the
179 I'al- statutory agent, therein, and in charge! Furnished rooms for rent,
thereof, arid upon whom process ace avenue.
against the corporation may be
W ANTED A competent cook. Ap- -'
served.
to Mrs. A. B. Renehan.
,
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we, the ply
said incorporators, have hereunto set
FOR RENT C room house with
our hands and seals on this 4th day
furniture or not, Aug. 20, D. S. Low-itsk- i.
Oi

September.
I).

A. D.

C.

lfil.

COLLIER,
(SEAL.)
FRANK OWEN,
(SEAL.)
AUTIirU J. GRIFFIN. (SEAL.)
STATE OF NEW MEXICO, )

FOR SALE Two story residence on
Falace avenue. Lot 60x240 feet. O. (A
Watson & Co.

)ss

)
County of Santa Fe.
FOR SALE Fine black driving
On this 4th day of September, A. D. horse and good buggy. Apply 257 San
130 $13,000
SIXTH: The time for which this 191-- ', before nie personally appeared; Francisco street.
corporation shall exist shall be fifty D. C. Collier, Frank Owen and A. J.I
Griffin, to me personally known to be
FOR SALE National Cash Res(50) years.
SEVENTH: The name of the mem- the persons described in and who ex- ist er two drawers practically new.
bers of the Board of Directors for the eculed the foregoing instrument and! O. C. Watson & Co.
first three months shall be as follows: acknowledged to me that they exe-- i
WANTED.
married
D. C. Collier, Frank Owen and A. ,T. cuted the same as their free act and
By
young
deed.
couple, two rooms furnished for
Griffin.
I.N WITNESS
WHEREOF, I have light housekeeping. Answer 'phone
EIGTH: The directors shall have
hereu
0 8e
and affixed my 93 W.
power to authorize and cause to be
uotarial
seal
the
and
day
year in this
and
liens
executed, mortgages
upon
FOR SALE Good team of youns
the property and franchises of this certificate first above written.
mountain horses, for driving or ridNORA
K. SUMMERS,
(SEAL.)
corporation. Bubject lo the provisions
Notary 1'utilic. ing. Santa Fe Hardware and Supply
of the
My commission expires March 14. Co.
With the consent in writing, and 1911!.
pursuant to an affirmative vote of the
LOST Boston bull pup, brown and
Endorsed No. 7293. Cor. Rec'd. Vol.
holders of
)
of the cap- (i
1S1, Certificate of Stockhold- - Mek, white marks, with long ears,
Page
ital stock issued and outstanding, thei ers'
of Cold Storage and KJtrn to John or Howeii 5:rvien,
Directors shall have authority to dis-- Ice
Santa Fe. Reward.
Company.
pose, in any manner, of the whole
Filed in office of State Corporation
property of this corporation.
A home for a home lover. Several
Commission Sept. 5, 1912; 10 a. m.
This corporation reserves the right
newly furnished rooms with convenF. COARD,
EDWIN
to amend alter, change or repeal any
iences of home. Mrs. Robinson, corClerk.
provision contained in this Certificate
ner Grant avenue and Johnson St.
D. C. to J. J O.
E.
Compared
Santa Fe, New Mexico; Mr. Frank iy Zook's
of Incorporation, in the manner now STATU mo
Tiriovir-Santa re.
the owner's absence, we are told, and floods came rattlers have appeared of
WW
Parmacy.
Owen is designated as the statutory
went to sleep (having plenty of time) in great numbers.
A competent bookkeeper and sten-- j
) SS
of the state of New Mexico, and
agent
therein, in charge thereof, and
and was found in the woodshed by a
Colllltv of Santa Fo
ographer, preferably one that is
George Warnock and his boys hold upon whom process against the cor- - improved and unimproved real estate !"tes
rights conferred on officers direc-- j
wherever situated; to survey, subdi-!a1j
certif that' ,his instru. versed In English and Spanish. Apply
suffraget, quietly sleeping, and a the belt for the greatest number of
may be served.
stockholders herein a''e ment ereby
vide, plat and improve the same for; tors
was filed for record on the (!lh at E. Rosenwald & Son, "Plaza," Las
gentle tap of a woman's favorite rattlers killed this season. Mr. poration
THIRD: The objects for which the
to this reservation.
dav of Septembpr A p
purposes of sale or otherwise; also to;'antedweapon, the broomstick, brought him Warnock and boys have killed so!
a V Vegas, New .Mexico.
is established are:
iB ,he
U
corporation
the objects,
thereon!
erect
there
and operate
to the happy realization that
a
construct,
nu,
was
and
d d
many that they have forgotten to
TYPEWRITERS.
was something doing, so he took keep count ot tnem you mignt g0' To manufacture, sell, buy, export- houses, buildings, lighting and power Imposes and powers specified in the , Uook j of the records of c
madeal
and
and
in
tl'lrd
import
,
generally
-- .
in t Vi o nfnreRnlri weeds, where
Paragraph hereof shall, except pf)pR
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
.1,
i
Plants, machinery and appliances; to
7tfa
e
Septem-furnisQn
tools and devices of every
V
him.
This- did- & v z,
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup-- i
water power and electricity whore otherwise specified in said par--; hpr A D
,
fcvnai dcid ui i aiucin 111 tliw character and description for Ihe cut"Kraph bo nowise limited or restrict-- '
plies. Typewriters sold, exchangee
Tucum- - 8now cage.
for power and lighting purposes.
not occur on Third street.
wllneB8
hand
f
gome of them have g0
8ea,
or manufacture of ice; to pured
to or inference from,
and
reference
rented. Standard makes handled.
ting
To
on
all
a
in
its
carl News.
branches
ratA
carry
Jr
,SEAL.)
many rattlers that, counting each
0RTIJ,
, Iauafi or nar-chase chemicals for the manufacture
All repair work and typewriters
terms
ithe
of
anr
o1hpr
and
livestock
stock
tie for a year, they must have been of artificial
general
raising
Santa Fe Co N AT anteed. Santa Fe
County
ice; to erect, build, pur- farm and range business: to buy, sell, aeraph in tnis Certificate of Incorpor- - v , AIaHdClerk,
Typiwriter ExBAD BOYS CAUGHT.
Deput
playmates with old Geronimo in his chase, lease or otherwise
suitthe
that
acquire
objects, purposes AttorneyB: AViiSOn, Bowman & Dun- - change. Phone 231.
m
raise
and
deal
breed,
Lee and Charley Holcomb, 15 and boyhood days.
generally
.
able land and plants for the manu- - sheen, cnttle hni-Rnu powers specuiea in ine inira par11
nnnltrv
19 years old respectively pleaded guil-- j
Mr. Warnock was out the other C'lntiiPf) anrl
P 41n
era r f ra
nnnl-n
in tin mi era . .
nironnh n . A
WANTED
The Cosmopolitan Group
ty in Judge Bell's court Friday to night and came 80 near 8tepplllg on
.bU.' naraernDliB of f his rhnrter shiill hp re- at
and insaaa
.
.
requires the services of a representa... ...
7
.
ui
.
bQ
uciimie, consiruci,
having stolen from another boy linno
con-aa
auu
ivb
io mmuiemea
."
imiiius
tive in Santa Fe and surrounding
moepenueni oojecis, purmaintain and onerate slauchter houses Paraeu
cam -nine: outfit and some clothes. They bQ
"ri
..- i.
.,j intu Burners,
nj anu
and packing plants, and to carry on a tosea and Pwers- territory, to look after subscription
were given a ninety day jail sentence to fall and when I didoiaj
I came down on
To preserve in cold storage
, i loo ,i
alllW
jirtvr- renewals, and to extend circulation
iiijnr.vi' ,
seems mat it toon me lo generally deal in all kinds of food dairy business in all its branches.
y Blae
hereunto set our hands and seals this
V and
by
To
special methods which have provand
sell
oats,
hay,
buy
ment of the costs
of
bran,
good minutes to roll off that snake-si- ng!
promise
to manufacture, buy, sell
A. D. 1912.
ed unusually successful. Salary and
corn, alfalfa and other grains, grasses 4th day of September,
behavior the jail sentence was sus- - Man. you ought to have heard him it products;
t
Qn
i,
nH h,.i
D. C. COLLIER,
commission. Previous experience de(SEAL.)
pended owing to the youth of the thrilled me so that I didn't quit shak- - import and export fuel, 'fish, 'butter,' and cereals; to purchase, manufacFRANK OWEN.
sirable but not essential. Whole
IN
WILL
(SEAL.)
BE
In
ture
and
nil
nf
ileal
kinds
spll
,
!11.
boys,
J
ing all night. Well, I found a rock .,....
time or
unu 11. l.J.l
time. Address, with
J. GRIFFIN, (SEAL.)
ARTHUR
mi.uk oiJ diouu prouues,
to
construct,
materials;
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., references,spare
Another youthful dissenter from the, and settled him, but let me tell you. whether animal or vegetable;
C. Schwer,
Charles
to building
The
STATE
MEXICO
)
OF
NEW
and
maintain
operate central plants
.
narrow path, brought before the court I don't want nnv mnro anoh
381 Fourth Ave.
j,..- -i
.u iimmium Bio.es,
Cosmopolitan
1912.
Group,
18th,
)ss
September
steam!
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distribution
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sale
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New York City.
Saturday was Wess Darlington, four- periences."
warehouses
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IN FURTHERANCE AND NOT INk V"
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
will sell tickets to Albuquerque
ceny. He was convicted but upon his coal oil is one of the best and most of business.
of the interior,
one-fift- h
promise to be good, his thirty day jail effective remedies for snake bites
To acquire by purchase, lease, own, LIMITATION of the general powers
Department
and
atone
return
A.
and
GrifOwen
and
J.
Frank
conferred by the laws of the State jollier,
sentence was suspended upon pay- - Otero County Advertiser.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
for the round trip from all
to me known to be the persons defare
hold, sell, mortgage or encumber both
fin,
of New Mexico, and the objects and
Pecos Natl. Forest, August 15, 1912.
scribed in and who executed the forepoints in New Mexico.
purposes herein set forth, it is ex-- I
Notice is hereby fiven that Ricar-d- o
and
going instrument,
asknowledged
SANTA FE
FROM
Valencia, of Pecos, New Mexico,
pressly provided that this corporation that they and each of them
$4.15
executed
shall also have the following powers, the same as
who, on September 3, 1907, made
act and deed.
their
free
Dates of Sale, Sept. I7lb and 18th
viz:
Homestead Entry No. 11952 for N
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have
To take, own, hold, deal in, mort
SW
SE
SW
SE
SE
Return Limit, Sept. 19th.
hereunto set my hand and affixed my
6, Township 17 N., Range 12
Section
gage or otherwise lien, and to lease, official seal the
- - AGENT
first
and
S.
H.
LUTZ,
year
day
or in any
E N. M. P. Meridian, has filed nosell, exchange, transfer,
manner whatever dispose of real prop- above written. NORA
tice of intention to make five-yeE.
SUMMERS.
(SEAL.)
erty, within or without the State of
proof, to establish claim to the land
Notary Public.
New Mexico, wherever situated.
above described, before Register or
My commission expires March 14,
Receiver U. S. Land Office, at Santa
To acquire the good will, rights
191(1.
New Mexico, on the 11th day of
and property, and to undertake the
Fe,
.
No.
Cor.
Endorsed
Rec'd Vol.
7292,
ATTORNEYS
1912.
whole or any part of the assets or lia- (1.
October,
LSI.
Certificate of Incorpora
Claimant names as witnesses:
bilities of any person, firm, associa- tionPage
of Cold Storage and Ice ComEDWARD P. DAVIES,
Prudenclo Gonzales, Ramon Quin-tnntion or corporation; to pay for the
Pablo A. Gonzales,
Attorney ar4 Counselor at Law.
same in cash, the stock of this com- pany.
Casimiro
Filed in office of State Corporation
looms
nil of Pecos, New Mexico.
Gallegos,
pany, bonds or otherwise, to hold or Commission
5, 1912; 10 a. m.
Bank
Sept.
Capitel City
Building,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
in any manner to dispose of the whole
EDWIN F. COARD,
Santa Fe, New Mexico
or
of
so
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS
AT-LAW-

a,

17-1- 8

the property
purany part
chased ; to conduct in any lawful manner the whole or any part of any business so acquired, and to exercise all
the powers necessary or convenient in
and about the conduct and manage
ment of such business.
To guarantee, purchase, hold, sell,
assign, transfer, mortgage, pledge or
otherwise dispose of, the shares of
the capital Btock of, or any bonds, securities of evidences of indebtedness
issued or created by any other corporation or corporations of this
state or any other state, country,
and while
nation or government,
owner or
said stocit
may exall the rights, powers and
ercise
privileges of ownership, including the
right to vote thereon, to the same extent as natural persons might or could

Backslider

fromWellville
to Dingbat-Tow- n

A slide

:- --

ffom health to

ill-hea-

lth

A great many people have tried the slide, who didn't know
exactly what they
would get in "Dingbat-Town.- "

The coffee drinker is quite certain to get some kind of a "bat." It
maybe in
stomach, liver, heart, bowels, eyes, kidneys or some other organ, for the bad effects of the caffeine in coffee, locate in a variety of different organs in different
people.
Many persons who knew this some time ago quit coffee and commenced Postum.
Then, because they found trouble in having Postum prepared suitably at hotels
and elsewhere, they gave it up and went back to coffee, thinking, "Now I am well
and can stand it."
So they became backsliders and when they slid into "Dingbat-Town,- "
symptoms
of the old troubles began to show again, they found it difficult to return to Wellville.
Now comes
.

tastatiit Postum
as one sure way to get back.

Instant Postum is in powder form made from regular Postum and contains the
same nourishing ingredients ; you simply stir a level teaspoonful into a cup of hot
water and instantly have a perfect cup of Postum; it has a delicious mellow flavour
and is free from the coffee drug, Caffeine.

It can be made anywhere that hot water can be obtained; in hotels, on the train,
in the office its high, rich quality is constant! v uniform.
Tins holding enough for about 100 cups are sold for 50 cents by grocers. Smaller
tins at 30 cents, make about 50 cups.
Ordinary' coffee costs about twice as much.
A two cent stamp to cover postage will carry to you a
sample tin free.
nt

Made by Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Pure Food Factories, Battle Creek, Mich.

do:
To

Clerk.

Compared E. D. C. to .1. J.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO,

O.
)

)ss

)
County of Santa Fe
I hereby certifly that this instrument was filed for record on the 6th
day of September A. D. 1912, at 10
o'clock a. m., and was duly recorded
in Book 1 of the records of Corp'n
page 610, on this 7th day of September, A. D. 1912.
Witness my hand seal of office
M. A. ORTIZ,

County Clerk, Santa Fe Co. N. M.
V. I. ALARID, Deputy,
CERTIFICATE OF
STOCKHOLDERS'
STORAGE

OF COLD
AND ICE COMPANY.
State of New Mexico.
Office of the State Corporation Com-

Assistant District
Judicial District

Attorney,

Register.

Fir

NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
- at Law.
Attorney and Councils.August 22, 1912.
Practice in all the District Courtt
Notice is hereby given that Leopol-d- t
and gives special attention to casei
Gonzales, of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
before the State Supreme Court.
who, on May 27, 1907, made Home-stead- y
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M
SW
Entry No. 11519 for N
NW
SW
SE
NE
Section 34, Township 15 N., Range 9
HARRY D. MOULTON,
Attorney-at-LaE., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
proof, to
establish claim to the land above de-- I
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty scribed, before Register or Receiver,
jU S. Land Office at Santa Fe, Nw
Mexico, on the 15th day of October,
EASLEY
EASLEY,
Chas. F. Easley,
Cha, R. Eailey, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
aw.
Attorneys-at--'
Juan Ortiz, Pedro Ortiz y Pino,
Practice in the Courts and before
Agustine Montoya, Estanislado Pena,
Land Department.
all of Galisteo, N. M.
Land grants and titles examined.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
,
Estan-ciaM
branch Office,
Santa Fe, N.
Register.
N. M.
G. W. PRICHARD,

2

4

mission.
enter into, make and perform
It Is
Certified, that the ancontracts of every kind with any per- nexed isHereby
a full, true and complete
or
son, firm, association
corporation, transcript of the Certificate of Stockmunicipality, body politic, county, ter- holders'
of Cold Stor- HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVb.t
ritory, state, government or colony or age and Ice Company; (No. 7293),
TISE?
and
without
limit with the endorsements
dependency thereof,
thereon, as
Tell your story to
as to the amount; to draw, make, acsame appears on file and of record In
2,000,000 Readers
cept, endorse, discount, execute and the office of the State
Corporation
Twelve Dollars.
insue promissory notes, drafts, bills Commission.
We will place your
advertise
ot exchange, warrants, bonds, deIn Testimony Whereof, the chairman ment In 25
leading newspapers' Sunbentures and other negotiable or and Chief Clerk of said Commission
transferable instruments and evidence have hereunto set their hands and day issue, for $12 per insertion. Deof indebtedness, whether secured by affixed the seal of said Commission, at
scriptive circular FREE.
mortgage or otherwise, as well as to the City of Santa Fe, on this 5th day THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
secure the same by mortgage or of September, A. D. 1912.
AGENCY,
Taos, New Mexico.
otherwise, as well as to secure the (SEAL.)
HUGH II. WILLIAMS,
same by mortgage or otherwise, so
Chairman.
DR. W.
UME BROWN,
far as may be permitted by the laws
Attest: EDWIN F. COARD, Chief
of the State of New Mexico.
Dentist.
Clerk.
To have offices, conduct its busiiiess Certificate ef Stockholders'
Over Spitz Jewelry Store. ...
and promote its objects within and
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
of Cold Storage and Ice ComPhone Red 6.
without the State of New Mexico, in
pany,
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
other States, the District of ColumThis is to certify that the underAnd by Appointment
bia, the territories and colonies of the signed, being all the original incorpor- United States, and in foreign coun- ators who have filed the Certificate of
tries, without restriction as to place Incorporation of the above named cor
M. DIAZ,
DR.
or amount.
poration, thereby associating them
To purchase, hold, cancel and re-i- s
selves together under the provisions RESIDENCE, DON CASPAR
sue the shares of its capital stock.
of Section 23, Chapter 79, enacted by
AVE
To do any or all of the things here- the 36th Legislative Assembly of New
220 Red
Phone,
in set forth to the same extent as Mexico, approved March 15, 1905, for;
natural persons might or could do, and on behalf of themselves, all other OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
and in any part of the world, as prin- stockholders who may become assoPhone, 23 7 Black
cipals, agents, contractors, trustees or ciated with them and said corporaotherwise, and either alone or In com- tion, do hereby declare that there
OFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
pany with others.
shall be no stockholders' liability on
A General to carry on any other account of any stock issued by the
business in connection therewith, said corporation, and that all stock- L.
MURRAY, M. D.,
whether manufacturing or otherwise, holders of said corpora t'ion shall be
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,
not contrary to the laws of the State exempt from all liabilities on account
of New Mexico, and with all the pow- of any stock issued or held by them, Cation Block, alace Ave., nex 1
ers conferred upon corporations by except such liability for the amount
door to Wells argo Ex.
the laws of the State of New Mexico. of the capital stock certified to have
PHONE 233.
FOURTH: The corporation is au- been paid. In property or cash, at the Residence Palace Hotel.
thorized to issue capital Btock to the time of the commencement of busi- Phone Main 68
y

'or
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U. A. Smith, Bridgeton, Ind., had
kidney trouble for years, and was so
crippled with rheumatism he could
not dress without help. He started
using Foley Kidney Pills, and says:
"I began to get better at once, and
now all my trouble has left me and I
do not .feel that I ever had rheumatism. I rest well all night and tho
59 years old, can now do the work
of a man of 35 years. I would like
to be the means of others getting
benefit from Foley Kidney Pills."
Refuse substitutes. For sale oy all
druggists.

Today's news today,
ihe New Mexican.
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You get it In

STATE
CONVENTION

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.,
Sept. 12, 1912.
One and
Fare from
All Points in New Mexico
One-Fif- th

TO ALBUQUERQUE AND

RETURN.

Dates of Sale, Sept. 9, 10, II and 12
Return Limit, Sept. 16, 1912.
FARE FROM
SANTA FE
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SANTA FE
ALL THE WAY

S. LUTZ, Aft., SANTA FE, N.
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"ThesHome of Quality Groceries"

these unhappy
a
unhappy
The feelings of
homes are due to the illness of the wife, mother or daughter.
the pu'.e and wrinkled face, hollow
nervousness, the befogged mind, the
and circled eyes, result most often from t'noso disorders peculiar to women, hor
g
she must naturally have good healt.i.
the woman to be happy and
or constantly returning pains and
Dragging-dowfeelings, hysteria,
Br. 1 lerce s
aches are too great a drain upon a woman's vitality and strength.
health
sound
to
sick
w.-aand
by reguwmn
restores
Favorite Prescription
which are gsnerally responsible for the
disorders
local
the
and
correcting
lating
above distressing symptonw.
tno past tnreo
"1 8uwo""l enmity for a'nuni'jcr y of years and forMas.
B. - WCi-- o
bod that lite was u r.,:...-- to me," writes
veara van
IhicnTohio, Koute 4. "Die doetois told me I would have to
winter
mo
A
be
better.
'toahoiVS wore I would
year,
lil.a
tlmn ever before. At e.u-- period suffered
ur!
for
so
bad
I
was
of
six
mother
chi'.dr,n.
o"i
I am the
K.
to
ut. v.
mi'st be dono, bo I wrote
five months tlmt knew aomethmt? could
a
outlined
ho
I
suffered,
as
nearly
Pierce
bottles
of U&tmont which I followed, to the letter. I took two and a
iour"
ol 'ravorite
and one of 'Golden Mddical Discovers;'
and havenovpr surTered much 10106.
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fifty-cetattle of '
sulTerinrf woman th Vorld over what a boon
good-lookin-
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Smart-Weed-

SERVING

AND PLEASING

tell
D? Pierces medicines ire. There is no use wasting time and money
one else.'
doctoring with anjtning else or any

'SZ
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A HOST OF

Satisfied Customers Every Day

DlCKOVES.

FERGUSSON

IS'CHOSEN

Continued irom

IS THE BEST PROOF

The Medical Adviser by R.V. Pierce, M. D., Buffalo,
Y. answers hosts of delicate questions about which
cv'ery'woinan, single or married ought to know. Sent free
on receipt of 31 stamps to pay for wrapping and mailing only.

N.

Has.

rage
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Seattle, Wash., Sept. 10. Thousands
struggled at the railroad
station for a chance to get a glimpse
of Colonel Roosevelt when he arrived here today. He entered an automobile that led a long procession of
automobiles and marching men to
Dreamland pavillion. The hall was
crowded to suffocation. Those who
were unable to get in waited for a
meeting. Sheriff
possible overflow
Robert T. Hodge, progressive candidate for governor, introduced Colonel
Roosevelt, who seemed in exuberant
spirits over the reception given him."We are facing the greatest crisis
since the days of Lincoln," said Colonel Roosevelt. "I asked
alike to leave the
and
old parties, both of them
and privilege controlled, and come
with us, for we stand tor the eternal
principles of righteousness."
said he was
Colonel Roosevelt
moved deeply by his reception in Seattle, which led him to lay aside the
concrete issues of the campaign when
he began his address, and deliver
what he Called a "lay sermon."
"I ask you to support us," he said,
"in the name of morality, of honesty,
I ask you to
of disinterestedness.
support us in the name of religion in
...
the deepest and broadest sense.
"We have declared, and we are the
first party to declare, that the government shall hereafter represent the
average man and the average woman.
We have declared that politics shall
be put at the service of economics and
economics shot through yith morality."
-

the record under the present democratic state administration with former republican conditions as the same
are now beingf revealed by official investigation conducted in various parts
of the state.
The roll of counties was called on
nomination of candidates for congress. When Bernalillo was called
Senator Barth nominated H. B.
in an impassioned speech full
The nomiof eulogistic expression.
nation was made by acclamation after
a seconding speech by Judge Gate-woo-

LEADER.

that

REPRE-

of people

1

""",r,t,

WANTS

SENTATIVE GOVERNMENT.

n

THE FACT

boss-ridde- n

the insincerity of the national republican party in reference to this issue.
We favor the restraint of monopoly and the regulation of competition
in business by both civil and criminal
laws and we urge such changes in the
laws of procedure and evidence in ret
law,
lation to the Sherman
WE CARRY THE BEST OF
improved by democratic legislation,
as will enable the law to reach
through the unlawful big business
On reaching the platform, escorted
combination and lay hold of the person and conscience of the guilty man by the committee on notification, Mr.
who is always behind it.
Fergusson spoke for an hour. He deWe en lorse the proposed and pend- clared the democratic party was the
ing amendment to the constitution of only Bavior of the nation and prethe United States providing for a dicted dire calamity if it Is defeated.
graduated income tax; and we insist He classed the progressives .as near
that the same be ratified by the leg- democrats. He admitted that Rooseislature of New Mexico at the earliest velt was sincere, but considered him
RAPS DEMOCRATS.
a menace. Mr. Fergusson was frepossible date.
Colonel Roosevelt then assailed the
We endorse the proposed and quently applauded.
At the conclusion of Fergusson's democratic party on its ' doctrine of
pending amendment to the constitution of the United States providing for address the advisory committee re- state's rights. "The democratc party,''
the election of United States senators ported the names of the electors to he said, "looks back to the dead exby a direct vote of the people and be voted upon. There were but three ploded theory that the problems that
4
4
urse and insist that the same be rat names presented to the convention affect all of us can be controlled by
states of the nation, by
ified by the legislature of New Mexico by the committee, namely E. C. de the forty-fou- r
at the earliest possible date.
J. H. state rights. There is only one entity
Baca, of San Miguel county;
We endorse the proposed and pend- Latham, of Sierra county, and F. D. able to control the big corporations
jm
ing amendment to the constitution ol Ptennis, of Eddy county. Judge .,h tut ic
New Mexico abolishing 'the language Oatewood created a mild sensation by
"Our opponents say that I wish in
THAT THIRTEENTH CAVALRY
and declaring that he was informed that
GETS MANANA HABIT. qualification for slate officials
government.
destroy representative
members of the legislature effectuated the name of. a Chaves county citizen That is not so. I want representademocratic blue ballot had been omitted from the list and tive government that really repreFort Riley, Khn., Sept. 10. Because through the
we urge the adoption that of Mr. Stennis substituted
beand
amendment,
sents us. I want representative govfaof delay In obtaining transportation
ap- cause the Chaves man had declared ernment to work for us in the
the
at
same
the
of
the
people
by
open,
cilities, the Thirteenth United States
election.
that he was unable to pay the sum and not for the invisible empire that
cavalry, ordered to start for the Mex- proaching
to
We
are
government by of $500 for the honor. The members works in darkness."
opposed
ican border tomorrow, probably will
injunction, and favor the enactment of of. the committee denied this and the
or
Declaring for the abolition of child
before
entrain
not
Saturday,
Friday
M
N.
SANTA FE,
a law by the legislature of New Mexi-s- report of the committee was then labor, Colonel Roosevelt continued:
officers said today.
prohibiting the granting of induc- adopted.
"Here again conies in the utter bour-1912.
September 14-1- 5,
tion by our state courts on ex parte
It was exactly midnight when the bonism of state's rights. We hope
TAKES
applications and without notice in in- convention concluded its labors and that the states themselves will preI
For thii occasion the Santa Fe MAYOR GAYNOR
THE WITNESS STAND. dustrial controversies, and providing adjourned sine die.
vent child labor, but if they do not,
will sell tickets from all points
for trial by jury in all such cases
we declare that the child is the greatin New Mexico to Santa Fe and
. New York, N. Y Sept. 10.
fore such injunctions shall be made
est asset of the nation and that the
return at one and one-fif- th
a burst of handclapping, 'William J. permanent.
nation itself shall protect them."
fare for the round trip.
We favor the enactment of a law
Gaynor, mayor of New York, took the
Dates Of Sale, Sept. Ilth to Kill.
witness chair at the city hall this by the legislature of New Mexico proDEATH CUTS SHORT
afternoon and was sworn in by Alder- viding that the accused in all cases of
AN OPERATIC CAREER.
Return Limit, Sept 17th, 1912.
man Curran to testify before the constructive contempt shall be entitled
Washington, R C, Sept. 10. Un
London, Sept. 10. Marie Lasalle-Rabinodeterred by the seriousness of the
American opera singer, and
aldermanic committee appointed to in- to a trial by jury.
H. S. LUTZ, Agt.,
in the police
Recognizing that the question of situation in Mexico and the trouble in the wife of Max Rabinoff, the Russian
vestigate
graft
NewMexico.
Santa Fe, good roads Is of the greatest impor- Nicaragua, Secretary of War Stimp-so- impresario, died in a hospital here tohas plunged into the wilderness day after an operation.
tance to the people of New Mexico, we
She was formerly Miss Jessie Richendorse the Issuance of state bonds in ot California for a stay of at least
mond, of Beatrice, Neb. She "was to
the sum of $500,000 for the construc- three weeks.
The secretary telegraphed
tion and improvement of public highMajor have appeared at the Metropolitan
ways, to be voted upon at the ap General Wood, chief of staff of the opera house her enext season. The
proaching election and we urge all army, that he was leaving Yosemite young soprano's musical career was
Vanpersons, regardless of party, to cast a National Park and proposed to bury promoted by the aid of Mrs. W. K.
vote in favor of such issue, but realiz- - himself in the mountain fastnesses. derbilt and Mrs. Otto Kahn.
Mrs. Rabinoff went abroad to study
Assistant Secretary Oliver will reIng that the good roads movement
IN- but returned three months later to
turn on duty tomorrow.
will be best furthered on
this country and was married to Mr.
lines, we declare that this question
Rabinoff in Jersey City. Madam Rabshall not be made a test of party VALENTINE OUT;
IS PROGRESSIVE. inoff resumed her studies abroad and
fealty.
since then has appeared in leading
IH R
We declare that the benefits of the
Boston
I
D. C, Sept. 10. Rob- roles with the Philadelphia,
i 111
Washington,
enlarged homestead law should be ert G. Valentine, commissioner of In- and Chicago opera companies. This
proportionately extended to entrymen dian aaffirs, today sent his resignation coming season she was to have made
under the former homestead law, to the interior department to become a tour to South America and Mexico.
without regard to contiguity; and effective at the discretion of Secretary She was 25 years old.
that the public lands should be admin- - Fisher, now in Hawaii.
istered and disposed of for the benefit
Mr. Valentine will join the progres- ANOTHER WARM TIME. IN
ol actual individual settlers ana tne sive party.
IN MARYLAND POLITICS.
common people.
Mr. Valentine is well known in San' 10.
The
Baltimore, Md., Sept.'
And we favor the administration of ta Fe which he visited less than a
convention
state
a
While
1904
republican
he
discussed
in
Maryland
act
here
land
of
such
the lien
year ago.
here tomorrow to demanner as will prevent the exchange the needs of the red man and. was em will
that only pose three avowed Roosevelt strpport- of lands relinquished thereunder for phatic in his declarations
el
lands of greater value, or the ex- - those who actually live among the In- ors chosen last May as presidential to
and
to
who
refused
better-ing,th- e
ectors,
resign
means
dians
of
the
know
best
lands for coal
change of
name successors to them and to the
conditions of Poor Loo.
EACH
bearing or mineral lands of greater
three other Roosevelt men who did revalue.
CONTRIBUTORS TO ROOSEVELT
sign when Mr. Taft was nominated.
We favor clean elections, wherein
AND JOHNSON CAMPAIGN. Progressive leaders next Monday are
the suffrage of the Deonle shall be
AN EXCLUSIVE
.New York, N. Y., Sept. 10. Total to adopt ptans for the nomination or
nripiina tpl v nrotected hv la w and urea contributions to
the Roosevelt and eijdit Roosevelt electors by petltiou.
the strict enforcement of the corrupt Johnson
funds from July 1
campaign
practices act.
to September 7, amount to 172,052,. of
CREATION
We favor direct legislation, direct which $33,372 were received here and
I
primaries and all popular reforms $18,725 at the Chicago headquarters,
which shall restore to the people that according to a statement issued today
m
control of their laws and government, by Eleon H. Hooker, treasurer of the
Denver, Colo., Sept. 9. For S
of which they have in large measure progressive committee. The leading
ex- - St
been deprived through the preversion contributors were George W. Perkins X New Mexico: Generally fair
cept local rain in north and east
of representative government by the and Frank A. Mimsey, who gave $15,- of contrivances of machine politics in at-- i 000 each. George Moore of New York. SS portion this afternoon or tonight. S
X
liance with organized wealth.
and Mrs. Charles B. Wood, an aunt S Cooler in east portion tonight.
we
Glfford
a
of
of
each
invite
Pinchot.
comparison;
$5,000.
gave
Finally,
KASNER KAR auto for hire. Phone
141 J.
Our Big Store sale is a boomer
GLEAMS THE HAIR AND MAKES IT
prices are reduced to limit. Salmons.
If your Atomizer needs a new
bulb, order a new one froai Zook s
We've some beautiful styles in
Sundry Supply Department.
CENTS
BEAUTIFUL
marriage
License. A
and Cloth Tops
Dull
Marriage
license was issued by Probate Clerk
Ortiz to Vicente Anaya and Miss Ella
MEDIUM
Simpson, both of San Pedro.
PRICED SHOES
The Majestic Range gives more hot
In a Few Moments Your Hair Looks Soft, Fluff, Lustrous water with less fuel than any other
and
Shoe Luxury,
Co.
stove. Wood-Davi- s
and Abundan- t- No Falling Hair or Dandruff
Advanced Fall and Winter Styles.
Latest Fabrics shown for Ladies' garments at W. H. Goebel Co.
Hair
fora
"Danderine
and
s
the
bestal-uepurifies
scalp,
invigorates
Surely try
ROOMS FOR RENT. Several nice
Cleanse" if you wish to immediately ever stopping itching and falling hair. rooms,
single or en suite, furnished
Danderine is to the hair what fresh or not. or
double the beauty of your hair. Just
offered
for light housekeeping. Ap
moisten a cloth with Danderine and showers of rain and sunshine are to ply at 237 Washington Avenue.
to
the njots,
draw it carefully through your hair, vegetation, it goes right
of
Have you read the advertisement of
taking one small strand at a time, invigorates and strengthens them. Its Hall ft Hall in regard to the accident
this will cleanse the hair of dust, exhilarating, stimulating and
policy that they are offering which is
dirt or any' excessive oil In a few
properties cause the hair to just a little better than anything you
momenta you 'will be amazed. Your grow abundantly long, strong and have ever heard of?
hair will be wavy, fluffy and abundant beautiful.
For reliable electric work see
You can surely have pretty, soft, Sparks.
and possess an incomparable softness,
Prices always" reasonable,
'1"
.' - (
lustre and luxuriance, the beauty and lustrous hair, and lots of it, if you service prompt.
j.
.
will just get a 25 cent bottle of
of
the
shimmer of true hair health.
proprietor
Delgado,
Eddy
Besides beautifying the hair, one Knowlton's Danderine from any drug blanket and rug weaving !rooms on
application of Danderine dissolves store or toilet counter and try it as Don Gas par avenue is turning out
some very remarkable wprk aftlBome
.. ..
every particle of Dandruff; cleanses. directed.

That We Can Please You, Too.

Fer-gusso- n

anti-trus-

Meats, Groceries and
etable Goods.

14 lbs

I

Phone

Susrar

Veg-

$1.00

F. ANDREWS

Barr McCutcheon's
popular novel
has
which
delighted crowd"Beverly"
ed houses at the ultra fashionable
Studebaker theatre, Chicago, and it Is
Pre8uned that they will take advant'
opportunitv t0 Buch an e
111
y
Umt that few desirable seats will re
pTlra0vL,?P
main unsold after the sale opens. As
nrHr.A certificate!
the company are en route to the Pacicorof authority was issued by the
fic coast and San Francisco where an
poration commission to the Order of extended
engagement has been bookRailway Employes of California, a
a
at
ed
the
leading
"on
theatre, the same cast
fraternal beneficiary society
in- lsdge plan for the mutual benefit of Sand production will be seen here
tact.
its members with a secret ritual.",
rrom S3 to l was me range ui ici- -perature here yesterday ajid the avernor- PPTlt.
wn OA
jv
iiLiiiiiuiLj liraa
age idttiic lii.mUltn
The lowest temperature last nlgnt was
46 degrees.
Yesterday was a partly
LATEST IN
cloudy day, with showers in the vi
cinity and over the mountains west;
and north of the city. The weather
1 Of
was cooler this morning quite a con-- j
rtLTT7'D Q
trast to. the sizzling middle west.
2
jEiVtJj
Madras, regular price 35 cts per yd.,
our
See
sale.
the
15
J.
cts during
at
window display. Salmons.
If there's a toilet preparation you
need on your dressing table, phone
MISS
MUGLER,
to Zook's. It's Benzoin Witch Hazei
and Almond Cream.
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLaZA
That' New Lamp Post The new
is
architecture
Fe
Santa
of
lamp post
to be erected at the northwest corner
of the plaza tomorrow evening, ui
this post Prof. Sylvanus
said today: "it is to attract the
ninths of criticism and all comments
will be welcomed. We do not intend
to coerce the city in accepting this
design; we wish to see what people
think of It and to have the criticisms
published in the papers."
Wood-Davi- s
Co. have just received
a. car load of Majestic Ranges. The
West Side of Plaza
bpstt stove on the market.
FOR RFNT Beautifully furnished;
modern house of seven rooms. Cheap
if tnken at once. George M. Kinsel,
phone 35 W.
rent.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for
The finest rooms in the city, having
Including
all modem conveniences,
Have Added a Complete
electric light', steam beat and baths.
loThe European flotel, centrally
Line of
cated. State Progressive Headquarters In the hotel.
Likes Spanish Names Before leav- Col- ing for San Diego, Colonel D. .C ex
Her. Dresident or tne nan xjiega
mnnnnnn undertaking)
yusiliun a
discussed the exhibition plan for beau
Stock of Meats
tifying and developing Santa Fe. "By To
all means stick to the old. names of
Give Us a
historic characters,'' said the colonel.
"I am willing to contribute 5250 to;
this exhihition plan as soon as you
put some good old Spanisli names onj
your streets instead of some of those
to- you now have. Let the $250 go
sugges--tioThe
ward these signs posts."
was received with enthusiasm by
the promoters of the exhibition plan,
New Ladies 'Fall Suits, one lot io
In sold at $11.00. Regular price $17.50
to $20. See display in windows.
'
Salmons.
At last the patrons of the Elks
PLAZA MARKET CO.
theatre are to have an opportunity nr, Tuesday. September 17th, of witnessing the dramatization of George:

will be of interest to you. Visit
the shop and see for yourself.
Oak Base Burner.
Use a Round
Oppoes Invisible Empire That Works Means Smaller Coal Bills and More
In Darkness. Democrats Have a u..
rnrorl 'C
rIxT
fruL
Dead, Exploded Theory.
W ANTED A man to run
ROOSEVELT

MARRIED?
THO'
HAPPY
married lives, but
large percentage of
There are

'
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iremens

invention

o

DOESN'T WORRY
O'ER WAR TALK

ff,

c.m9i

FALL MILLINERY

fJ.
J.f'JC1

jjerfL.

A.

THE PLAZA

Market Co.
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GROCERIES
their

Trial.
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FRUIT FOR PRESERVING
FOR TABLE USE.

TO GET

AND

Finest SweetPeas in the Southwest-

Flowers all the time.

THE CLARENDON GARDEN

Phone

n

1

I

APPLES.
CRAB APPLES, APRICOTS, PLUMS,

-

THE BEST

!jI

Ri.Vk

R. V. BOYLE, Mgr

ji.town

gTAND

BKOg

,

DRUG ST0RE

WOMEN'S SHOES

S. SPITZ,

a beautiful array
DT'S the Women's Fall

that we
have here spread out for

your choosing!

non-miner-

SHOE

IS

LOCAL ITEMS.

America's Leading
Fashion Authorities in
Footwear. Leathers

Gun Metal, Calf. Patent
Colt, Sueees, Tan Calf,
Velvet. Etc.

4L3M1

25

Mat

"0AII0E1E

$2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50

$4.00, $4.50

$5.00

Our Medium Priced Shoes are the
at the prices. Our Shoes
ever
Luxury you will say excells anything in
beautiful shoemaking you've ever seen.

JiHN'PFLUEGER

.

i

THE JEWELER.
HEADQUATERS
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion-

A

.

ally.
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
bice a year. It will increase the
!' and accuracy of your watch.
Leave your watch with us r.
to-U-

FOR

E

Watches
and
Clocks.
".Time Pieces, That Are
Reliable."

SPECIAL 5ALE OF

Ice Cream Freezers !
FOR MONDAY SELLING
.$1.50
Quart Jersey freezers,- each. .
1.90
2 Quart Jersey freezers,- each .
3 Quart Jersey freezers, each . . . . . . . 2.25
1.90
4 Quart Jersey freezers, each
2.40
3 Qt. White Mountain freezers.
3.00
6 Qt. Wonder freezers . . .
6 Qt. Twin Triple Action freezers . . . 3.00
2.85
6 Qt. Arctic freezers ,
3.40
6 White Mountain freezers
We are selling out all freezers to avoid carrying them over for" another year, this is your
opportunity to save.
1

....

.......

........

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Company.

